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PRICE, THREE CENTS

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

for its support. A school for young
ladies had been previously established;
and it was proposed to combine the
Probably thè'early spring months of two institutions’ But they could not
1866 marked the first assembly of Ken without mbney, and how to obtain thé
(Springvale Republican./'
DEPARTMENT STÖRE
nebunk
inhabitants
interested in necessary funds was fpr some time
From scoreboard to war bulletin ¡is dramatic work. The late Mr/ George a topic of much discussion. Finally à
Now is the time to be looking after your lawn if you want to
buta step, and1,as Mafeking showed F. Robinson, then head nlaster of p. pri brilliant idea suggested itself to 'Mrs,
keep
it in the.best of order, ; We have just received a large lot of
England, the craze for sports, has vate school for boys in the town, was Jott S. Perkins, and the result of a
’ 24'5»417-251 Main St
Ground Sheep Manure which is considered the .best thftig for
created a great class for which
is- undoubtedly one of'the most , ardent of meeting held at her house was a vote to
simply the biggest sport of all,. which this group. Accordingly the Kennebuuk present a dramatic entertairtmént, and’
lawns. We have also received a car load of Fertilizer. Give us a
goes wild at a hint of fighting and cares Dramatic Club was forme«?. Through^, it was decided to produce an opera in
call and we "will deliver the goods. >
nothing for the justice or expediency of out its existence the Club’s end was March, Ï867. Its title savors strongly
Goods You Will Need
War—what is carved is battle.' Never always some, improvement or benefit of the yellow-colored" pamphlets that
was this class more conspicuous than for the town oi some individual. They ^ellfor.a dime—“Arabella, the Fair; or
- . KENNEBUNK, MEINE
now, and never did it possess such an were the' supporters who have provided the Blood Bolted Bandit. ” The opera ' MAIN STREET
organ
as
the
jingo
red-ink
press.
Yet
the town with a town hall, sqenery, was given before a large audience in
at Lowest^ 3rices,
it is not the people; it is only thé in- library books, and many other neces the bld Mousam hall, long sincë reduced
Grass shears, , s
toe, 25c flammablé'element of the people; the sities and luxuries. They we're no in
to ashes; which stood on the site of th^
‘ ice, 25c danger- is always that the fire may dolent benefactors—atone time a slight present bank building. • ‘‘The Two
Sickles,
Pruning shears,
25c spread.
disagreement caused the male members Mummies,” “Sent'to the? Tower,” and
The average American today is neither to refuse their cooperation in ¿n ap tableaux were given the next evening
25c, 50c
Hoe,
x
a jingo nor a pacifist.' He is not con
Rakes, y
25c, 35e, Soc vinced that war is obsolete, and he is proaching play; whereupon the un-'' with equal success. The ‘ orchestra,
daunted ladies postèd the bills and took
5c, IOC profoundly patriotic but he does not men’s' parts themselves, x decorating composed of combs, sleighbells, tri
'Weeding'fqrks,
angle, drum, and piano, contributed a
T rowels.
5c, iop want war. The prospect of war shocks themselves with sweeping mustaches of great deal -of pléasnre as well as noise
Garden sets,
loc, 25c, 50c and depresses him; he does not crave corn-silk.
/
U> the entertainment, i The receipts for
Garden spades,
7c . bloodshed for its own sake.- .While . war Whjle Kennebunk sees various per the two evenings amounted to abopt
. Gardfen forks,
K
75c/1' is still remote and hardly apprehended' formances at the opera house each year one hundred dollars. x
Turf edgers,
65c by the imagination, he speaks'of it a among which annùally appear one or / “Though there was no formal organ
Shovels,
39c little too carelessly; but he does not call more attractive amateur productions by ization ât the time, this was really the
Sprayers,
39c it war or think of it as war. He will the. studehts of the high school no start beginning qf the Kennebunk Dramatic
/ IOC say off-band when his patience/is tried ling progress beyond the earliest drama Club,/which has been such a famous or
Rubber, hose, a fo,ot
Hose nozzles,
35c too far, that Wilson ought to intervene cap be boasted.From an examination ganization, and .fias done so muelKjto
j:
Hose sprayers,
50c or that Uncle Sam ought to go down" of many age-yellowed programs dated benefit the town and its societies.
'
5c, IQC, 25c. there and clean up the whole crowd. . betwéen 1866 and 1880, and from “The
Paiiit brushes,
Ready mixed paint
IOC But it is only hip outraged instinct for Fopt-light,” a dramatic , weekly pub ‘‘Later entertainments were given in
4iA TRAGEDY OF | ERRORS”
Gold paint,
Joe, 19c, 25c lav? and order that speaks; his mind lished by the Club for a period around the Wall, which was in a very unfinished
conditiorf.
The
walls
were
not
plastered
Ithinks
of
“
cleaning
up
”
as
something»
1880.
a
partial
list
of
members
has
been
IOC, 15, 25c
Varnish stain,y
When a druggist makes a mistake in putting up
and ship sails were borrowed to cover,
ike the sanitation of Panama—war "is derived
45c, 80c
medicine it is not a laughing matter. Error has
Mps. Wm. Barry, Miss May A. Cald them. For want of better illumination
Liquid vaneer,
19,39c not in his consciousness at all. When
lanterns
were
hung
about
the
hall
to
the
crisis
comes,
he
is
solper
enough,
no place in the pharmacist's vocabulary. We,
well, Miss Ella A. Clarke, Mrs. G. W.
Carriage sponges,
■f < 25c
IOC, 25c, 50Û but; he can do little then, because be is Frost, Miss Ma^y E. Frost, Mrs. J. H. furnish light.
Chamois,
crossed it out of ours at the start. No danger of
. IOC neither for war nor for peace, but only Hill. Misses Kitty V. Little, Josephine, “The secretary gives the following
Chloride ot Ume, lb v
carrying
-home the wrong package.
Mothballs,
5C for waiting upon events to see if*war ip | C. Hooper, Marcia A. Jordan, Mrs. account of one performancei in Alfred:
made
necessary.
And
when
a
Certain
‘
The
traveling
was
in
keeping
with
the
George’C.z Lord, Mrs. J’. 7C. Lord,
Peroxide, i6 oz. bottle;
' lue
Curtain stretchers, 98c,
JSJ.25 point is passed an untoward chance may Misses Elizabeth V. Lord,/ Sarah C. season, making it doubtful whether
sweep him reluctantly along with the Lord, Louise D. Morton, Annie 'M. wheels dr runnèrs could be used ,to the
2.50, 3 00 *jingbe)jL
Nason^ Augusta H. Nasoii, Nellie Par- best advantage. * The^ journey was
Clothes reels,
THÉ REXAi-i- STQ.RE ■ s* ■
•
Unfor unately, too, democracy in sons, Lucy . A. /Thompson, Minnie I. arduous. A pouring rain set in towards
Lawn swings,
\
4.00, 6.00
Window 'brushes,
50c,. 75c creases the-particular peril of war which' Thompson, Wm. E. Barry, H. E. night, and with our best advertising
20c, 25c comeA from racial dislike. This isz .’Bourne, C. JEL Cole, A. A. Cook, Frank and a skillful dtummer perambulating
^Vindow brush pole s,
Mops,
25c, 35c strongest as one goes down the social ’Day, C.z H. Ferguson, Orpn Hatch, J. the town announcing the entertainment
Hill, Chas. «Ceìley, A.-G?Littlefield, but a thin audience aëhembled. Like
Mop sticks,- '
IOC, 19c and economic scale, and wherë races
60c to 2.10 are'in contact it is always at the bottom G, C: Lord, J. C. Lord/ R. W.. Nason, Shakespeare’s best lectur^, so pre
Step ladders, 1
Lawn mowers, J
3-00' that a clash is' to be apprehended. The -W. F. Nason, G. F. ' Robinson, F. M. found was their respect apd* awe that
Brooms,
19c to 50c greater the divergence between two Ross, Wm. Symonds, A. F. Wormwood. not a murmur of applaüse nor a ghost
Nasturtium seeds, in oz.
5c countries in type and temper the more An example of a* program—one for a of a smile escaped them; even the
Cream Puffs For- All, S^ys
Sweet peas, an oz.
' 5.Ç quickly does irritation pass into * belli pl^y,-presented Pecember 22, 1870, is ‘selectman’ with pointed finger drove
Omar.
back the spontaneous out-gushings of
Pails,
. röc to 50c cosity It must regre tfully be said that vfeyy interesting:
|/ And «fear not least Existence eating
the Httle noys on the front spat. ’
Bushed* basket§ii
25c, J)OC ' the feeling of Americans and Mexicans'
« " Smaslnngton Gbit,
your
or Peace and ,Quiet
3 in 1 Oil,
\ IOC, 25c toware each other has long been bitter,
“The Club during its fitful ' existence
Delights and mine should know the?
By T^ F. Williams has been the source of great enjoyment
roc, 25c not with entire justice on either side. A ¿arce
Carpet b,eaters,
like no more.
y
The obliging Baker from his bowl
The average American is too much Mr Smashington Goit, a law stu
Wire screen cloth, all sizes.
to the mémbérs, as well as to the pub
has pour’d
given to judging other countries by his
dent with strong musical tendencies
lic who have received so much pleasure
MiUions of dainties I like these, and
prôn and makes too little allowance for
7
Mr F 1ft R
, will pour.
from its entertainments; the fiiere men
the historical fdrces which advance Mr iwltterly Fluttersome, a gentle
tion o/f the organization will call up a
some countries and retard • others. For man with a^ensitive organization’
smile from almost any of théolder meir./J
We bake enough to go
I?E B bers. They recall^amusing scenes in
the/Mexican he feels ahd expresses a
around.
contempt which is deeply resented Jonas Closefist, a houie owner
A.B “Mandrake Hall,” which was the upper
across the border, and this suppressed Carpenter
*
.
GFD floor of the buiTding in which Bowdoin^s
Whether you want fresh
«9 hostility greatly increases the difficulty MrSkFluttersome, Fluttersome’s
Drug Sto|?e is (was formerly) Ideated.
bread, newly baked cakgs,
of smoothing over untoward incidents
Mrs I M R There the Club usèd to hold ■some of
wife
nice buns, dainty cream puffs,
and preventing sporadiçacts of violence*. Clara, their daughter
C S-W their meetings and rehearse their plays.
alluring . charlotte russes,
When guns begin - to go off spontane- Nellie, the housemaid
MAM The list of plays which they rehearsed,
wholesome pies, etc., we try
eously the work of the peacemakers is
Scène, .Fluttersome’s lodgings at and most of them were givqn1 to the
desperate.
*
.• Glosefist’s
to keep just ahead of the rush.
public, numbers sixty-eight.
Time, present day.
In addition, but most im
“The motto of the Club was, cr
The Dramatic Club’s advertising was rather is, “Semper Famà Crescat,”
A record of having deserted three
portant
of all, purity , and
form of and they kept it before the ipublic by
times from the. United States service"'-also unique—sometimes in the
cleanliness
guaranteed.
their entertainments byx which their
durihg the Civil War without losing a a jingley little rhyme:'
“Kind patrons and frienffs,
fame steadily increased as long as they
single day’s Service was carried by Mar
wefre an active organization. They re
tin U, Singhi. of Rockland, who died As the season’s beguh
ceived the warmest commendation, not
Wednesday in the 'State hospital in Of lectures and concerts'"
only from their own 'townspeoplé, but
Augusta, where he had/ b'een an inmate And that so^t of fun ; ' ‘
When strangers and citizens
frotn the large audiences before whom
FACTORY since 1881. He was a barber by trade. With
each other vie* ', .
they placed in surroimdihg towns.
A
widoXv
survives.
He
enlisted
in
.
the
dN fHE
’
Some of’the Club stationery, with the'
navy when* 14 and was- serving <m the And their best to^amuse
PREMISES Congress when that craft was ' sunk by And instruct us alF try,:
motto printed on it, is* still in the hai)dàt
oLtiie secretary. '
/’
;
the Merrimac,. > He'swam to safety and Not to be left behind
OPTOMETRIST
later served on other'ships. It is thought In the” racq for renown , \
Saturday the second baseball game of
‘JAs the last 'meeting there is any
Heart-Vvjglth.x ®
his mind whs affected by his experience, - bur clnb, K D C, .
record' of was held March 9, M885, one the season was’ played between the
’ Crystal Arcade
would(nàturalfy infeif that the society Royh.1 Stars and the Nationals, the How much more we might make of
on the Congress. He deserted Septem- WóUld invite dll the town
Friday, the 23rd,
Biddeford
Maine bet 20, 1862, and the next day enlisted On
has ¿one out of \existence; but it has .Royal Stars winning by a .score of nine our family life if our friendships, if
To
come
one and all,
in the 23rd Connecticut; Aug. 31, 1863,
taken Vnaps” before of greater or less-. to four. .Both teams did creditable every secret thought of love, blos
somed into a deed!
. There aré
he deserted from that regiinent and To a. graph entertainment
' er length, and has always come*out of wbrk for the first af the .season." Game
words arid looks and little observ
In
Mousam
Hall.
.
.
joined the 2nd Connecticut HeavyvArtil-**
thém with renewed vigor, refreshed as follows:—
ances, thoughtfulnesses, watchful Ut
lery,'being finally discharged Aug. $8, • There'the “Comrades,” you’ll find
H s.o. ile attentions, which speak of love,
after its periods of inactivity. . Let ns ROYAL STARS
Will
bè
happy
to
meet
z
1865. He then sailed to California in a
hope that history ,will repeat itself in Wm Lemontagne, p
3 1
which- make it manifest, and there/is
small schooner. He was, at the Black All those who are willing
this case, and that the Club-may awake\ Chester Hicks, 3b
scarce a-, family that might not be
1
1
Hills during the gold- exciteihent and To 'pay for a seat,
from its stafcë of somholence and give Charles Young, If
richer in nearrwealth for more oC
1 2
And trust you full value
finally reached home ; after halting
us again some first class entertainments Stanley Weeks, c
1 1 1 .them.—Harriet Beecher Stowe.
In
pleasureTl
receiver
walked nearly half way across the con
in the improved hall which we now James Riley, 2b *
1 :i
Of eàch.sitìglS ticket Y
tinent.
■,
term ‘RJousam opera hopâe'.
Leslie Clark, ss
1
Cold Houses for Plants.*'
Éefdre you shall lea^e ;
1 1
While,there arenow many more dis Roland Stubbs, cf
Here we have hothouses, but In In
And also will know
tractionsffor ^Kennebunk people 'than* Ha^ry Littlefield, 1 b
1‘
dia they reverse the process. in the
Some girls don’t.care if they’re not That your money has done A
Calcutta botanical gardens there is
there Were when this dramatic club en Perley Knights, rf
1
Biddeford taker} seriods so long as they’re taken. Some good to those men
253 Main St
what may most aptly be* called a
1
joyed its long period of successes, a Merle Libby, c, sub
Who ^our battles hayè won,
“cold” house, where plants from the
.
similar
organization
might
easily
be
Ar d honored our town
less torrid regions are kept, in orderTotal
9 9 7
.
formed
among
tbosp
interested
in
stage
By establishing here /
R H s.o. that they may flourish as they are
work, With our increase in population, NATIONALS
A PoSt that Wje hope
wont to do in their native environ
1
John
Nadeau,
ss
/
1
a small company of quite capable acto:s
ment. Calcutta’s botanical gardens
Will last manyla year.
1 1 1
George
Clark,
c
could bp collectèd and certainly be thb
contain a fine collection of plants,
So fill us the hall,' ‘
Walter
Nadeau,
p
1
1
instrument—as was'this first club—of
found from the northern and south
Be'sUre not tb be late ;
Lester Hatch,-2b
ern hemispheres
many improvements about ¿he' town.
Doors open at seven,' ‘
Walter Eaton, 3b
#
Dances
and
pasket-ball
gamés
have
Compie nee. quar^t of eight#”
Geofge Young, cf
, It Can’t Be Done.
Thh following extracts are from an rather monopolized the hall during ■ the Earl Daniels, lb
J
Once in a while we sit down and
past
winter;
these
areapt
to
bfecomé
article entitled ‘Semper Fama Crescat’
Prentiss Nadeau, r f •
wonder if ever a toastmaster called
Which appeared on Dec. 15, 1^93, in the monotonous in large measures. Then Wilfred Lemontagne, If
on a man Who got up and admitted
2
“Observer, ’ *a Kennebunk'weekly pub too, the lyceum course^ always attract
that hie was a spee'cfimaker.—Detroit
-â
good
audience,which,
nevertheless,
Vrcxa Pbasul
' •r' ’
' ’■
lished by H D. Washburne.
Total
4 5 9
\/‘Some tirqe fin, the sixties’ an ad would be doubled at a play by home
liibby substituted for Weeks as
Defined" Again.
vanced school /or young gentlemen was talent.^ Such a club, therefore, would catcher in the 5th inning.
Love is what makes a man spend
be an .efficient instrument by which we
formed
in
Kennebunk
uhder.•the
name
Main Street
Biddeford, Maine
|90 on a diamond ring for a girl
of the Hartley school*. It proved quite might acquire new scenery and stage
If men paid duty on 'themselves at while he tries to keep warm in last (Successor to Mrs. Cousens)
successful, but like many other Worthy fittings—perhaps even a/new opera their own valuation, thfere’d be no summer’s low-cut shoes.—Cincinnati
■ ,j,7' '■ '?
enterprises, found its funds inadequate house. •
trouble about custom house deficits.
Enquirer«
V. ,
'
.
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Average American on
i
War

The Old Dramatic Club

Lawn Dressing

ßiddeford Mc.

G. H. LARRABEE GO.

Glean-Uo Day

Drug S'/ore MO'Vie

ORE

STAPLES
)EFORD

B0WD0IN PHARMACY

lirfield

KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Main Street

“Yes. We Have Plenty Left!"

noforte

L L. Evans & Co.

Pupils will be re

gionally low figure

I Littlefield I

phone 109-2 or by

SPEED AND
ACCURACY
IN REPAIRS

YOURSELF
it and Drudgery

Main Street,

ieumatic Sweeper
dgery—from the strain of mo».

I from the dangerous scattering
aised by the use of the broom
ft sweeper, can be attained by
Combination Pneumatic f

igh

easily operated by hand,

:e which draws out all the dirt

1 and carpets and at the same
cka up all lint, pins, threads,

DI NAN

re made in three sizes and sold

me year. You may try aDunt0 days Free of Chtr^e.

O

The Jeweler and Optician

prmation write TODAY

WANTED

Sweeper Cofflj®(
-

Of Course YouLike to HearThat!
Darvill'the Baker
•

Chicago

Hats Thinmpd WMÍe Vòu Wait

vantages of his years of
jy he places within easy
who are interested and
esire to gain a fair and
omprehension of music,
’’airfield does not wish to
tlty of. teaching beginners
Iren, yet he will devote
L to all such who desire
) and who prove by their
r of his time and attention,
sired or will be retained,
ling to do conscientious

f interest that thefe will
>n of lessons during the
•pt at the desire 01 the
t, in summer when free
studies many pupils can
vorkjand still have all the
y for recreation.

?
1
j
r!
i
|
|
|
E
;
k
I

|
|

We haVe a very Large Stock
at Department» Store Prices

Miss A. M. Morrill

<

x-

Kennebunk, Maine
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEßUNK, th

f

George N. (Stevens is attending the
¿sessions Of the Grand Jury, which are
Miss Carrie Hutchinson, is gradually being held at Alfred.
Leslie* Edgcomb of Philadelphia is’ Mr. Charles Bowdoin has been chosen
Her relapse* from last
Miss Eva King is a Portland visitor
Miss Moore, district nurse, has been improving.
The flag staff intended for erection in
'
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. S. to serve on the grand jury for May today.
week’s effort to walk proved rather, Dock square is being painted previous
spending a few days iri Boston.
term of Court.
Edgcomb.
•
*
Miss Sadie Clark is substituting for serious. She is not, at present writing to setting up.
Miss Florence Potter spent Sunday in
Robert W. Lord left last week for an
All members of the O. E. S. ate re Portland.
Miss
Agnes. Webb at Dr. Merriman’s able to leave her bed.
The annual meeting oft the Arunde 1
(
Mrs. Julius E. Ward has been making* Cemetery Association was held at'the ,
extended visit in Tennessee and other quested' to furnish’ cake, * for ‘ ‘Guest
dental
parlors?
Mr. Raymond Hanscom of Ogunquit
Southern states.
Night” Tuesday evening, Mayf 12.
Mr. Fred B. Cousens, employee at an extended stay "in Boston, many of bffice of Charles O. Huff on Monday
was a visitor in town today.
thè
Paper Mill, who has been ill for hei; friends entertaining^ her in various evening with a quorum present. The
Ernest Baley has accepted a position
Mr. E; W. Çarrecabe of North
Miss A^die Eaton jof Kittery is the
ways. She returned today accompanied following officers were chosen for the
as delivery clerk at. the , H. E, Lunge Rochester, N. H.; visited his grand guest of her sister, Mrs. Mary Webb. Several weeks’, is improving.
by Mrs. Betters.
ensuing year: Chairman, George B.
hardware store,
father, Mr- J- P- Potter, last Saturday.
Fred J. Whicher has accepted the
Mrs. Eli Waterhouse of the Landing
The’Arundel spcial club at its regular Carll; Clerk, Frank/Meserve; Treasur
Mrs. Nellie Terrin ¡of Portland ' has
Mr. and Mrs.1 Wm. Goodwin are has been on the sick list Ithe past few position^ of engineer at* the Mousam ipeeting on Wednesday evening en er, - R. P. Benson; Directors, L. E.
Water company’s pumping station.
‘
'
been visiting her sister, Mrs, Samuel spending the week with relatives and days/
joyed a bake bean supper. , Professor Fletcher, Frank R. Hutchins, Cleveland
piark, Winter St.
friends at Dover, hÎJ H., and Lawrence,
James Holland caught a finger\in the Ward’s,, studio being utilized, where Trott, R. P. Benson, Edwin L. Smith, 1
Miss Sàdie'Glprk has been assisting
1
Dr. A. C. Merriman during the absence planer at the Leatheroid machine shop covers, were laid for 25. A most en Frank Meserve> Charles O. Huff; Sex- '
Mrs. Mary M,‘Stevens of Portland has Mass.
one day recently cutting it quite badly joyable time for all present. Music ton, Charles O. Clough. Matters in re- s
been the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Wawa Tribe, No. 19, I. 'O. R. M.» of Miss Agnes Webb.
Charles W. Roberts has been drawn and games were indulged in until a late lation to ¿1 new fence and gates, which
Ice
Cream
put
up
to
take
«out
at
George W. Bourne, Summer St.
wi(l leave by special car at 9* o’clock
are about to be erected, were discussed.
to serve on the grand jury at the U. S. ‘ hour.
Fiske’s. Adv.,
t
next
Sunday"
morning
for
Cape
Porpoise
Harry Savage has purchased, through
The
fence will be of iron* tubing and
district
court
which
convenes
in
Ban

A special supper and entertainment
Mr. Harry Lunge is building an addi
the Pon Chamberlin agency, a 10-acre where they will attend the morniiig
was made by a Boston concern? -The ,
gor, June $
services
at
the
M.
E.
church,
Rev.
T.
will
be
held
this
week,
Thursday
even

tion
tp
his
ell
the
same
to
be
used
as
a
farm near the Elms station, Wells.
P. Baker, pastor.
Daniel W. Perkins of Saco will oppose ing at the Congregational church, Bid entrance to the main driveway will be J
garage. R. J. Grant is doing the work.
Mr. Dallas Lunt, who has been con
Frank
M. Irving of Kennebunkport in deford, uuder the auspices of the choir. guarded by chains while bn each side
Mrs. Harry Russell, who recently unThe body of Miss Ophili a Swain
fined to his home by illness for the past
the June primaries for the Republican So persistent are they that Prof. Ward’s there will be handsome wrought iron
accompanied'by her two surviving sons, derwent/ân operation for appendicitis
few weeks’, is able to be out again.
nomination
for sherin of York county. services'shall be retained in the church, •gates with the word ‘‘Arundel” in a
Homer and Philip, arrived in this town, at the Maine General hospital, returned
plate in the center of eachigate; These
Superintendent of schools J. W. Lam
1 Shingles on thé roof of the Mousam; they take this method to "raise! money'
her former home, on Tuesday morning to her home yesterday.
gates are being made by the Stewart
necessary
to
have
him
continue
in
the
bert and wife are receiving' congratula
house
çaught
fire
Monday
from
sparks
’
Miss Marion Stevens, who was called
and was at once taken to the receiving
Iron Works of Cincinnati, Ohio, and'are
capacity
aS
director
or
music,
.
tions.on the birth of a son, Monday,
The blaze was
tomb at Hope cemetery, where prayers ; to Augusta last week because of the from the chimney.
expected to be,f in place by Memorial
May'Mth.
quickly
éxtingùished
by
carpenters
at
Mrs.
Bessie
gutters
of
Boston
will
be
were held. Mrs. Swain, 'who was 76 illness of her sister, Miss Mina Stevens?
Day. ,
work there.
in town from* Thursday until M.onday
Misses Eva Straw, Porothy Barker years old, died suddenly at her home in returned home last Sunday.
of
this
week,
Coming
on
to
sing
at
Bid

Professor Carl Hall, pnysical insìrncr
and Bernice Nason attended the May Brooklyn, N.»Y.,' last SundayThe Delta Alpha class of the Congre
tor at Thornton Academy, Baco, will deford Thursday, evening and also to
Saco Road
Pay festiVal ih Saco, Saturday after
gational
Sunday
School,
will
be
enter-,
C. F.' Hosmer was called to Bangor
sever his connection with that institu fill her contract Sunday as soloist in
noon.
tained
by
Mrs.
Gordon
Carter
of
Park
Thursday for a conference withf repre
tion af the close of the school year, and the Congregational Church, Biddeford,
The many friends here were, pained
While working on the slab machine at sentatives of the state department) of street, Thursday evening of this week.
take
a position in Milton, Mass. He where for four Sundays she has been to learn of the accident to dear little |
More ice cream tables at Fiske’s. Ad
Bartlett’s Mill last Thursday, Calvin agriculture and the state young men’s
wi|l have charge of all the physical ed engaged to sing.
Rudolph Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
•Wormwood had the misfortune to badly .Christian association concerning a co
The remains of Mrs. Qüve S.’’ Han
Miss Edna Lishness was a week-end Guy Wilson of Kennebunk. Mrs. Wil
ucation
and recreation of the schools of .
cut the fourth finger of his right hand. operative plan of work for boys’ and cock, a former resident, who died re
that place.
.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chesley. son was a Kennebunkport girl and all
Pr. Lord dressed the wound.
girls’ agricultural and industrial con cently in Swampscott, Mass., arrived
She . will sing at Biddeford , Thursday feel interested end will be pleased , to
teste.. The outlook* for this splendid Monday and were interred in Hope ceinTickets for Madonna Chapter^ O. E.
The May term of the Supreme Judic
evening at the concert given by the learn that the little boy is improving
effort in behalf; of Maine’s young people etery. ? ?? 7
S. Guest Night to be observed Tuesday,
ial court, Justice George E. Bird of
Congregational church choir for the although a great sufferer. The accident
is very bright and prompts loyal sup
Mr. Austin Day of Newburyport, May 12th, may be obtained from Mrs. benefit of Prof. Ward.
Portland presiding, opened yesterday in
happened thus: Mrs. Wilson, who has
Sylvia
Cousens,
Mrs.
Alice
Warren,
port.
Mass.;, is at the-home of his, parents, at
Alfred, with no important civil cases
Quite a number of our people have another baby nine months old, was tak
Mrs.
Mary
Webb
and
Miss
Lillian
Mrs. Margaret Deland, the author, the Landing. Mr. Day met with a bad
to be tried and no evidence of any big
Eldridge. Thé commitfee would like signified their intention to attend' the ing clothes from the boiler into a tub ,
criminal docket. . A short session is is recovering from a severe illness a/t accident a few days ago, (burning his
those ¡wishing tickets to purchase same special church services at Biddeford on the floor when as she stepped to
her home in Boston. It will be some foot quite bad/iy.
looked for. |
as soon as convenient to enable them Seçond Congregational church next open a*doqr to take the boiling clothes
time, however, before she will again be
Miss Alice Brown, was in Portland to complete their arrangements.
Sunday morning. The choir of 20 voices out of the room, the little boy backed I.
A marriage of interest to Kennebunk
able to take up her work. Mrs. De Sunday ' and Monday. Director Charles
.is, gaining quite a reputation as the his bicycle against the tub, throwing
residents . took place in Dorchester,
Wanted:
—
Live
m^n
a
worker
to
land expects to spend the summer in E. Hadley and Charles H' Becl^ui Bates
leading choir musically in York county. him backward into the boiling * water.
Mass,, on April 12th? when Miss Ethel
Kennebunkport as usual.
College were, guests of Miès Alice book orders, Permanent Position. ' Paÿ Prof. Ward will hot spare any efforts
The frantic mother took him from the
MacDonald/became the bride of Dixie
.albyou
can
earn.
Write
C.
R.
Burr
to make this a fact, we are confident. tub and undressed him as quickly as
The State highway commission has Brown over Sunday.
H. Benson, son» of Mrs. Lucy Bénson of
Co., Nurseryman, Manchester, Conn.
Every Movement of his baton is obeyed possible. Dr. Lord was called and
Parisian Ivory for birthday gifts at
this place. The young couple will re decided to employ agents all oyer Maine
by thé choir and his pupil, Mrs. Jose dressed the burns, some of which were
l > .
side in Dorchester^4 where Mr. Benson to see that the automobile law is en Fiske’s. Adv.
phine Bradford,, is receiving the praise very deep. He was terribly burned
forced. These agents are now being
Association Football
is engaged in the Laundry business.
Mr. James Fernaid died yesterday at
she merits in the leading soprano roles. about the hips, legs, and back but '
sent out and ,will be stationed at the his home on'Brow'n street at the age of
The Epworth League Chapter, invite
different towns and cities throughout 81 years and three months, after an ill
Last Saturday the Kenriebuhks diet Mrs. Butters, will be heard in solo and Dr. Lord thinks he will recover. ' Mr.
members and friends of the churcl) arid
the State; The men a,re Really detec ness extending ^through the past few the present headliners of the Maine duet work with. .Mrs. Bradford and and Mrs. Wilson are very grateful for
of the Epworth League, to meet the tives with full power to hold up cars
Prof. Ward next Sunday.
the many favors shown them by rela-t\
years^ Funeral servives will be held State League on the playgrouhd and
•pastor and his wife, at, the vestry at
driving under last year’s licenses, or Friday. Interment in Hope cemetery. once mote were amongst the vanquished.
tives and friends during theft trouble.
The
sympathy
of
the
Saco
Road
8:15 o’clock, Thursday evening, »May 7,drivers who are not registered for 1914. A daughter. Miss Mary L., of this town
At 3.15 G. Tomlinson started the ball people is extended to Mrs. Wilson in
Norman Rosé, formerly of Kenne
’14. The members of, the League are
The identity of the agent is kept "secret survives. ,
rolling
for the home team and for a few this time of her affliction.
bunkport, Reid Walker and Curtis' •
.
earnestly reqqested tq be present at
and a heavy fine may be imposed upon
minutes there was some “give and
Mrs. Butters will sing on the occasion Irving of Kennebunk played on the
7:45 o'clock, as there is very important those breaking the law.
“Among the Breakers?” a two-act
take
”
play.
Jlte
game
ha^l
not
been
of
Prof. Ward’s benefit as one. number Biddeford high schoql team at Gorham,
business to be transacted. The ladies
comedy drama, will be given by mem
going more than five minutes when Prof. Ward’s new song, “For I Have Saturday. The B. H. S. team are vic
* of the League arex also asked to bring
bers of the Wells Dramatic Club nextj
Dodsworth, feanford’s right wing man
torious. Alli three of the above boys
cake.
Tuesday evening at Wells town hall. .carried the ball ¿own the field and put You,” the first time in public. Prof.
Men and Boys
Ward claims this as the best song he attendi B.. H.S.
Dancing
will
follow
the
play.
The
perThe children who were invited by
in a pretty long shot and drew, first ever wrote. All who have heard it in
fqrmance will not begin until after the
members of the “Webhannet” club to
' Another close and exciting game1 of arrival of the 8 o’clock car and will be blood for Sanford. This was a disap private claim it surpasses any 6f his
the home of Miss Clara Meserve last soccer football was played here on the
pointment for the home supporters ana previous efforts.
West Kennebunk
week, had a royal good time. All the athletic field, Saturday afternoop be fisished in time for out-of-town patrons at oqce revealed a weak ^place in. the
to
take
the
’
10
o
’
clock
car
for
home.
little ones Wfere entertained in the tween two state league teams, Sanford
Kennebunk' team.' G. Tomlinson kicked
Rev. and Mrs. L. H. Bean are at home
Mrs. Edward Webber and small son,
-afternoon while the older ones had their and Kennebunk. The visitors were
Myrtle Lodge, K. of P., ¡celebrated off once more and things began to look
after spending the winter with friends Vernon, left today (Wednesday) for the
furrin the evening. Delicious refresh held down-to a 3 to 2 score, much to the their 35th anniversary7 in Castle hall, more hopeful for the1 home team. A.
in Westbrook.
Maine General Hospital, where Master
ments were served to all who were joy of the local team. The Kennebunk last evening. In spite of the rain there Hamilton began some gdod work on the
Albert Chisholm wept to the hospital Vernon will under go. an operation for
present; The children aré now talking hquad is breaking into big company was a large number present. The com right wing to eventually put over a
last week for examination of what was .adnoids.
of a like gdod time next year.
with colors flying ab d is a. real credit to mittee in charge of the entertainment, good center which was received and put
believed to be a slight ulceration be
were
fortunate
in
securing
,Mr.
Water

Mr. Walter Adjutant of Main St.
through
the
posts
by
H.
/Tomlinson.
A proclamation by Governor Haines this branch of the local athletic activL man of'the White’s bureau of Boston,
This inspired the natives to more zeal neath the tongue, which had been giv met with a serious accident at the mill,
ties.
designates Friday, May 15th, as Arbor
Mass., as an entertainer«for the even ,and the rooters got worked up consider ing trouble for some time. 5 The exam Friday noon.
Five ribs were broken
Day. The Governor recommends that
A good meeting of the county Sunday
ing. \ Smith’s Orchestra of Sanford ably. From this to the end of the first ination revealed a more serious condi together with serious injuries to head
the day, be observed by the people of ¿school athlqtic league committee was furnished music for the evening,
tion than had been anticipated and Mr.' and ankle. , The family have the
A
the State in all appropriate ways to held in 1 Sanford, Saturday afternoon. fine supper was served at the close of half the Kennebunks had the best of, Chisholm submitted to an operation in
sympathy of all.
. ' .
the argument but were unable to add
make the State- more attractive; that The baseball leagae opens May 16 with the enteriainment.
volving the removal of a small part of
to
their'score
a
half
time
was
called
Mr?
Leon
Houle
and family will I
all ornamental trees and shrubs be a game between Konnefeunk and Spring
with the score one and one. After thp the jawbone. It is hoped that he will occupy the house vacated by Mr. John,
Fiske sells Diamond Dyes. • Adv,
cared for to protect them from insect vale. ’ The7 big field and track meet
make speedy progress to a complete re Charette.
pests; that new ones be planted to ’re-, cpmes June 20 and promises to be a live jQéorge Herbert Webb, oldest son of restart the Sanfqrds came back strong covery. ■?.’■?/ te/7
and
for
awhile
there
was
nothing
to
it
; Born to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene "Noble,
place those which have died during the affair. Clips and ribbons are on the the late George A. and Caroline Augus
Mr. Carter, who was operated upon May 4th., a son.
winter and that orchards be properly premium lists this year and the compe tus Webb, died Friday afternoon at the only Sanford, two goals were added to
tition for them will be close. The Ken home of his brother, Frank Webb, after their, credit and it looked hopeless for at the Trull hospital, Biddeford, last
,. pruned and sprayed.
nebunk schools are g'bing to1 try to hold an illness of three months of diabetes. Kennebunk, nevertheless the game was week, is giving much encouragement
An enjoyable concert was given,,
keen and the home team was game and for hope of perfect restoration to health
Cape Porpoise
He was born in Kennebunk April .23,
Saturday evening, by the , “Bates the honor place again this season. .
a pretty goal by NetherCut made them and strength.’
*
The/proposed
agricultural
and
inaus1863.
.
He
leaves
two
daughters,
Eulalie
College Glee Club” in ' Mousam Opera
only one in the rear, but Sanford played
The Ladies’ Organized/ Class of the
Miss H&zel Plummer recently enter
House, before ' a large audience.. trial contests among the boys and girls and Agnes, one frother Frank, and a “saving” game and (Kennebunk was
General dancing followed.1 Although of Kennebunk and Kennebunkport are. three sisters, Mrs. W. H,5 Simonds of unable to equalize and time was called Methodist Sunday School held the tained a party of friends at the home of
much dissapoinYment was - felt at the arousing a great deal of interest. Some Cambridge; Mrs. Eugene B. Adams and with the result Sanfard 3, Kennebunk monthly business meeting and social in Mrs. John Wakefield, the occasion being
the church vestry last -Friday evening. her birthday. Games were flayed, and
small numbèr of Club numbers who of the potato and poultry raising and Mrs. Louise Kimball of . South Law 2. '
X
\
There was a good attendance. Sherbet among other amusements there was a
/ came, nevertheless, a pleasing , pro canning contests will be governed by rence; also a mother °f South Lawrence
Simpson for Sanford is a good- back,
gram wai presented.
Piano solos, rules of the state agricultural depart who with his daughters cared for him but Hamilton had him Worried in the and cake were served.
hat trimming contest. In this the first
during
his
illness.
He.
was
a
member
ment
a.nd
then
there
will
be
local
con

vocal solos, readings, solos for mando
prize Was taken by Loewis Littlefield
The
local
branch
of
the
York
County
first half, the last named was neglected
lin, and a quartet, together with the tests added in manual training, potato of thé local order ef Knights of Pythias 4n the second half, to the disappoint Children’s Aid Society will meet in the who proved himself capable of the
singing of the Club, accompanied by raising, domestic science'/ canning, and of the Loyal Order , of , Moose of ment of the spectators and the player parlor of the Congregational church, position qf'head milliner. The bobby
piano, mandolin’s and banjo’s, pro poultry raising, judging, insect and Haverhill, Mass. The funeral was held himself.
prize was[' awarded Dpuglass Nunan.
Thursday afternoon,
Monday afternoon, conductor by the
cured one a pleasant evening. Many weed collections. [
Ice cream and oake were served,
' On Friday evening Miss Ella Glover,
*< remained to enjoy the dancing later.
The high School field day plans are Rev. M. P. Dickey of ' the Congrega
Among other friends present was Miss
who
has
been
in
China
under
the
aus

tional church;
Stella Mitchell of Kennebunk.
, Because of thfe great demand fbr progressing .finely and a large number
pices of the Tomah’s Foreign Mission
Wells Depot
of
entries
are
assured.
’
Resile
TitcOmb,
The family of Charles Wildes who
» postage stamps of the. larger denomina
ary Society* will speak in the Metho
¡Made Him Suspicious.
have
been confined to the house with
tions for use in the parcel post depart John Davis, Miarion Hatch and Hortense
Bostón
Dr. and Mrs. Pitt were in
dist chufch, at 7 o’clock. Miss Glover
“Did you ask your girl’s father for
scarlet fever, were released from
ment of the post offices, announcement Lambert hate been* appointed by their her hand in marriage?” “I did.”( last week.
(
is
at
home
on
a
furlough.
The
public
quarantine last week.
has i£>een made officially that several respectivejathletic associations here to “And he, refused you. I -can tell by
Mr.. John Hatch has been very sick has -been invited to enjoy the privilege
new ieries. will be issued. ” The new'- meet with the committees from the the way you look.t , “No, he didn’t. for the past two, weeks, but, is better of the' gathering. .
Miss Gladys Stinson of Biddeford is ,
stamps will be of the éamesize as'those other two schools. The Wells committee He gave his cOnesnt.” “Then why now.
visiting Miss Edna Fletcher.
Beginning next Sunday 'evening, the
‘ 7 now in use. but Will differ^materially in has also been appointed and a joint the peculiar look you are wearing?”
Miss Angie Tribley of Monhegan was
Miss Eleanor Oreach of Hebron, Me;, 10th, the evening services of the various
Color. The new issue will include de meeting of the representatives will be “He was so darned willing.”—Houston
was thq guest of Mr. and Mrs. John churches will commence at 7.30 o’clock. a guest at the home^ of Capt. R. J..,
held soon to. determine events, rules, Post.
nominations of sevens nine,; 12, 20 and
Nunan a .part oi last week,, .
Hatch over Sunday.
30 cents.'. As it will take considerable etc.
May day was observed by the children
Miss Ella Glover a returned’ mission
To
Take
Paint
Off
Glass
Easily.
;
Pastor) Lawrence preached an ex
A grade school baseball league is be
time to print the new issues, it will un
ary from China, will speak kt the church
/There never was—and probably cellent sermon Sabbath morning from in the hanging of May baskets.
ing
organized,
in
the
township
and
the
doubtedly be some time before there
sever will be—a painter who painted the three parables found in Luke 19.
William L. Gooch of the Sagamore Thursday evening.
Games will be
. will be any placed on sale at the local enthusiasm is high.
the window frames, without splashing
' went to Brunswick on Monday for a
Mr. and Mrs. E. Roberts of Sanford
played
after
school
and
Saturdays,
so
Mi
’
s.
Jonathan
Osborn'e
of
Skowhe

office, but it is expected, that they will
it least a few «pecks of paint on the
nrief visit.
have retuened to their cottage at thel
come along within a reasonably short
snort thet all will liave a chance. The fol glass. To leave them on the glass gan, Maine, called on friends here last
lowing schools are endeavoring to get stamps one a shiftless person. To re week. *
Next Sunday afternoon Rev. Thomas Cape for the summer.5
,
time.
into the series: Kennebunk West side, move them, dissolve a couple of.spoonMr. Robert Farquhar« bf Cambridge,
Mrs. Tristram Hilton, who Has been P. Baker Will speak in the Methodist
West Kennebunk Lower Village, Cen fuls of soda in hot water and wash very sick for the past two weeks, is church 'on the subject^ “Putting the Mass., is at the Langsfqrd House for a
tennial Hill and Kennebunk grammar. the spots with this^» using a piece of much better.
House in Order, ” a discourse in har week while his cottage and grounds are
Paint Now
soft flarfnel Cloth.
Five or six teams are assured in all.
mony with the current “clean up and put in readiness for summer occupancyj
paint up” week.
If your property Sneeds it; don’t wait.
Not Especially 'Neurotic.
A nbvel outing is on deck for Friday
Under the auspices of The Ladies’
Roman Relics in England.
The people zof the Netherlands lead
There are two^ parts of a job: the night weather permitting. Ten bicycle
Aid a Rumage, Sale will be held; Fridaj)
Examinations
are
the
order
in
the
Great interest has been aroused in thp world in coffee drinking. Who
paint and the work; 4he' work is more riddrs will leave after school for Ogun;
afternoon and evening in Pinkham’s
schools this week.
the Rbinan discoveries at Kenchestei’,
than the paint.
hall.
>
quit way where they will “feed” sear Hereford, England. Many coins now will dare to say that coffee makes
Mr. and Mrs. Hale have moved from
The dost of paint is aboqt two-fifths; around a camp fire. Then they expect Sating back to the reign of Constan people nervous ?—Chicago Record-Her
Wawa
Tribe,
No. 19, Imp. O. R. M.,
ald.
the Maling rent on School street and
the work three-fifths. ■
to roll up ,in blankets in ¡some kind tine between .320 and 35Ö A. D. have
lyill attend worship in the church next
are now occupying a tenement belong
Paints won’t eomo;down in a hurry; farmer’s haymow for over nighty The been, found. Pottery similar to that
Sunday looming. Seats
v^ill
be
Extra Pay; for Silence.
ing to Frank Efnery, across the street.
too many jobs put-off.
spin will be continued next mòrnitìg
____
Oh made before the destruction of Pomspecially reserved for the lodge. The
To this day, in Toulouse—where so
/ Men are waiting for $2 or $3; they the hne new road and /return made in peii, in $9 AjD., and attributed to the many fine singers’have grown—it is a
Charles Ward is placing a large tank sermon of the, occasion will be preached
reign recognized custom to pay men at a for the holding of gasolene on the scow
don’t know it; they think they are wait the afternoon. Mr. Hosmer accompanies potters who worked, , during
. . the
z
by Rev. Mr. Baker, and his topic will
the boys on his motor cycle. Register />f . Ahfo'ninus Pius, has also been dis- higher rate when they are not allowed recently built at his yard for Capt.
ing for $20 or $25.
be “The Larger Mission of Fraternalcovered.
to sing at their work.
H, E. LUNGE sells it. Adv. at once.
RiCfeard J. Nunan of Cape Porpoise.
ism.”
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KBNNfiBUHK ENTERPRISE
DEVOTED TO THE GENERAL
INTERESTS OF YORK COUNTY.

Issued every Wednesday by
ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD
Editor and Publisher
Printed at The Enterprise Press
Office
Kennebunk/ Maine.

The Boston American certainly does
tango with the truth.
The Republicans of Maine in their
fight with “Progressives” and Demo
crats must win against three great R’s;
not Reading, ’Riting and ’Rithmetic,
but RUM, RADICALISM and RUIN.—
Fairfield Journafl.
A faint imitation of James G. Blaine.

One Year, in Advance ....$1.00
The Maine State Society for the pro
Three Months, .............................. 25
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
tection of animals, to prevent by all
Advertising Rates made known on lawful means all kinds of cruelty is now
application.
an incorporate body.
Correspondence is, desired from any
interested parties, relative to town
and county matters.
A Methodist Church News
A first-class printing plant in con
nection. All work done promptly
“Mother’s Day” Wil!be observed at
and in up-to-date style.
the Methodist Episcopal church next
WEDNESDAY, MAY 6, 1914
Sunday, May 10th. Exercises appro
priate to the day will be helql. Special
music by the choir. The pastor will
Notes and Comments
preach a short sermon. All mothers
are invited.
There are about thirty
Free Trade means increased imports members of the Mothers’ Department
of foreign goods and larger exports of of the Sunday school and over fifty
gold to pay for the same. Every panic babies, under four years of age, on the
in our history has been precipitated by cradle roll. Mothers are invited to
low tariff and by exports of gold. Dur bring the babies and the vestry is to be
ing the hard times between 1890 and temporarily made a nursery for their
1897 gold was exported to pay for convenience. It is expected that a
foreign goods till the Cleveland admin large number will be present. A car
istration issued $262,000,000 worth of nation, the Mothers’ Day emblem, will
Government bonds to 'replenish the be presented to each mother and each
treasury. Secretary Bryan has taught baby.
'
\ z
the Democrats a few tricks since then.
Tbe evening meeting next Sunday
A currency bill has been passed provid will be social.
ing for Regional Banks, which scheme
The officers and teachers bf the Sun?
is to provide an ‘element of elasticity. ’
day
school accepted the invitation of
This is simply a device for inflation. It
is Greenbackism under a new title. Supt. Kilgore and spent a pleasant and
profitable evening at his home last
President Cleveland borrowed the
money.
The present administration Thursday. Many plans and suggestions
proposes to make an issue of paper i for the improvement of the school were
money when the treasury vaults echo discussed. Mrs. Kilgore served light
refreshments. Monthly gatherings of
emptiness.
a similar nature are in prospect.
Who are benefitted by the present • Miss Clara Meserve entertained the
tariff bill? Is real estate worth more? Bible study class on Monday evening.
Is the outlook for the farmers better? Interesting papers were presented and
Are mechanics better employed? Are discussed. “Ambs and Hosea” , were
our factories busier? Is business bet thè characters studied. The meeting
ter? Are wages higher? If not then next week will be with Miss Gertrude
free trade is now just what it was Young and papers on the lives, times
twenty years ago under the Democratic and works of Micah and Isaiah will be
Wilson-Gorman bill. Under the work given and discussed. This is the 22nd
ings of that bill the importers prospered, study of the course.
the business of foreign manufacturers
The annual meeting of the official
flourished and American money flowed board was held at the church parlors
into foreign coffers in a golden stream. last Friday evening. The year starts
The result was nation wide depression, under most favorable conditions, both
men willing to work could get nothing, financial and spiritual. The following
to do and soup houses became a neces officers Were elected for the year: Sec
sity. A subservient Congress under retary, Henry C. Forter; treasurer, O.
the dictation of an arm-chair statesman [ Everdell Curtis; committee on janitor
has made inevitable the same conditions and ushers, W. T. Kilgore, H. C. Por
which afflicted this country during the ter, C. J. Taylor. Fuel committee, O.
administration of President Cleveland. E. Curtis': The financial committee re
ported that tfye every member canvass
It is a well recognized fact that farm- was well under way and thè responses
mers suffer more from' the effects of very gratifying.
Free Trade than any other class. Prac
The Rev. D. B. Holt, D. S., will hold
tically everything that Northern farm
the first quarterly1 conference of this
ers produce is put under Free Trade
church on Wednesday evening, May 13.
competition with the entire world.
More than 5,000,000 wage earners of
WEST KENNEBUNK CHURCH
the mines, tl>e mills and factories are
out of work. That means that 3,000,The annual meeting of the official
000 families, customers of our farmers, board was held lalst Tuesday evening.
will have little income with which to The followirig officers and committees
buy food When means to buy are re were elected: Secretary and treasurer,
stricted the sales in the markets are re Lavena B. Hatch; fuel committee,
duced. That market which is left is Charles Noble; ushers, Frank Sanborn
divided with Canadians and Europeans. and Donald Grant. The annual meet
To this Free Trade inevitably leads. It ing of the trustees will be held on Tues
is absolutely impossible for American day of this week.
farmers to compete with foreign pro
The pastor, Rev. S. E. Leech,
ducers. Farm wages \in Europe are preached last Sunday morning on “Re
about one-fifth the wages paid in Maine. opened Wells.” In the evening Mr. O.
In October, November and December E. Curtis conducted the meeting.
1913, under ,the present tariff law, I we
.Next Sunday morning Mr. Leech will
imported 70 times as many bushels of
preach on “How a Christian Ought to
potatoes and 972 times as many bushels
be Dressed.’, , He will be present in
of oats as we had ever imported in any
the evening and conduct an evangelistic
other three months since the McKinley
meeting.,
■
tariff law went into effect. The cash
to pay for the importations has gone
out of the. country, thus limiting the
Town House
scope of every kind of business.
A few weeks ago the Kentucky dis
tillers distributing agency wrote to the
Keeley Institute at Dwight, Ill., offer
ing to sell to the institute a list of
50,000 whiskey drinkers.
The first
sentence of the letter read as follows:
“Our present customers are your pro
spective patients.” This is certainly a
concise and cold-blooded statement, of
a fact.

*

\

The Bridal Veij.

York County Gala Days
The committees in charge of the York
Chunty Gala Days which will be con
ducted in Biddeford on June 8, 9 and
10 under the auspices of the Biddeford
Business Men’s Association are just
now very busy and among their plans
are to select some young lady, who best
typifies the true York County girl to
act as Queen of the Gala Days, a plan
much in vogue in the cities of the West
and South when Fete Days and the like
are in progress.
To' make the proper selection is riot
the easiest thing in the world for York
County is blessed with an unusual num
ber of fine young ladies. To help them
in their work the committee is asking
the people of the county through the
Enterprise to assist them by suggest
ing the names of young ladies whom
they think meet the proper qualifi
cations. Neither wealth, beauty nor
wisdom is necessary to secure the en
dorsement of the committee in making
the choice, what is desired is to secure

The bridal veil is evidently of east
ern origin, being a relic of the bridal
canopy held over the heads of the
bride and: bridegroom. Among the An
glo-Saxons a similar custom existed,
but if the bride was a widow it was
dispensed with. According to Sarum
usag,e, a fine linen cloth was laid upon
the heads of the bride and bridegroom
and was not removed until the bene
diction had been said. The old British
custom was to use nature’s veil un
adorned—that is, the long hair of the
bride, which was so worn by all brides,
royal, noble and simple. Only then >161
did every one behold the tresses bf
maidenhood in their entirety and for
the last time, as after marriage they
Wpre neatly dressed on the head.
Among some the tresses were cut and
carefully stowed away on a woman
becoming a wife. It7 was customary
in Russia for village brides to shear
their locks on returning from church.—
Family Doctor. *

the young lady who possesses the
greatest number of qualifications for
the honor and who has a large circle of
friends who would like to see her Queen
of the Gala Days.
/The committee requests that any
having such 'a young lady in mind will
kindly correspond with some of its mem
bers bv mailing a letter to Box W,
Biddeford, Maine, giving the name of
the young lady whom they care to
suggest. The only restrictions are that
The young woman must be of good
moral character and be a resident of
York County.
You may sign your
communication or not just as you
prefer, but be sure to mail it to Box
W, Bidcleford, so that it will reach the
committee before Friday night at six
o’clock.
Should you have more than one such
young lady in mind, send in . as many
names as you like for- the consideration
of the committee.

Enterprise Ads Pay.

Big Price RUictiui Wcstiagbous.* Mazda Lamps
10, 15, 20, 25 & 40
60
100
150
250

Watts 1
“
“
“
“

Old Price .35c • New
“
“
.45c
“
“
“
.80c
-“
“
“
$1.20
A
“
“
$2.00
“

Price .30c
“ ,40c
“. .70c
“ $1.10
“ $1.80

JOHN F. DEAN
Dealer In

Boots, Shoes and Robbers
I36 Main Street

BiMeM

Tel 246-3

Reliable Agents Wanted
We want more local ‘and traveling men
to sell our strictly High Grade nursery
stock, fully guaranteed. No experi
encenecessary. Fine outfit free. Com
mission paid weekly. Write AT ONCE
forterms and exclusive territory.
HOMER N. CHASE & CO., 6
Auburn, Maine

DR. G. C. FULLER, D. V. S.
Graduated & Registered
VETERINARIAN
»

Telephone 8012 or 4-4

Mousam House, Kennebunk, Me

BOARD—A quiet gentleman wishe
permanent board and room with family1
with no young children. Or would rent
two unfurnished rooms in good location.
BIDDEFORD, MAINE Address, H. R. Lovejoy, Brunswick,
Me. Adv.

Freeman’s Electical Supply House
Main Street

Before deciding call and see our elegant line of

Trees and the'Soil.

The soil is a resource of priceless
value. Its formation on rocks is ex
ceedingly slow. According to Profes
sor J. Bowman, many glacial scratches
that were made on rock during the la^t
glacial period, between 60,000 and 75,000 years ago, are still as fresh as if
they had been made only yesterday.
Yet since the glaciers thus recorded
themselves man has come up from the
cave ¿nd the stone hammer. Seventy
thousand years is a very short time'
for the development of . a soil cover.
For man it means a period so great
that the mind can hardly grasp it. The
cutting off of the trees exposes the
soil so that the rain beats upon it, and
since it has lost the protection that
the roots and the litter on the ground
afforded the soil is soon washed away.
In fifty years a single lumber mer
chant can deprive the race of soil that
required 10,000 years to form.—Youth’s
Companion.

Wall Papers
We are also showing the newest things in
Summer Draperies

Addie M. Holmes

KENDALL
258 Main Street

-;

-

Biddeford, Maine

The Indicting Instinct.

Phenomenal.

“Papa,” asked Willie, “what is phe
nomenal?”
“It is phenomenal, my son,” explain
ed Mr. Wisepate; “when a lawyer is
content with a nominal fee.”—Truth.
Ribbons.

The original spelling of ribbon was
ribband, for it. was a band that went
around-the waist, inclosing or binding
the ribs. The hair ribbon is thus a
very odd verbal paradox.
Size of Queensland.

To give some idea of the size of Aus
tralia, Queensland alone is half as big
agahn as Germany, Austria and Hun
gary put together. Its area is 668,497
square miles.

Manicuring, facial massage,
scalp treatment and chiro
pody.
Bring us your combings,
satisfaction guaranteed.
flasonic BuildingBiddeford

AUERBACH’S
New Lunch
301 Main Street
I Biddeford
GIVE US A CALL

EGGS FOR HATCHING—I can fur
nish a few choice, pure-blpoded, White
Orpington eggs at one dollar per setting
of 13. S. E. Leech, 12 Dape St.> Ken
nebunk.
Adv.

Premiums Upon Babies.

“Do you'think women ought to hold
public office?”
“Well, in some cases. But, judging
from the way they talked about every
body in the community, I’d\ 'hate to
have those who met at my house yes
terday on a grand jury.”—Washington
Star.

Eg^s For Hatching
From Prize Winning straiq S. C. B..
Leghorris & Utility strain S. C., R. I.
Reds, 5c each. Supply limited.
C. F. Spiller, Elms Station, Wells,

Augustus, emperor of Rome, made
babies a passport to- office. By the
Lex Papia Poppaea, passed in A. D.
9, definite preference as regards office
was given to the fathers of satisfacto
rily large families. Such fathers were
eligible for office before twenty-five.
They took precedence of colleagues
with no children or fewer tnan three
and were preferred all round. The
privilege was called the “jus trium lib
erorum” (three children privilege), but
the qualifying number, three in Rome,
was Tour in Italy, ifve in the prov
inces. The system, however, never
worked well..

A Snow Hurricane.
The buran, or snow hurricane of the
Pamirs, is a meteorological phenome
non of great interest. Even in mid
summer the temperature during a
show buran frequently falls to 14 de
grees F., while in one winter it drop
ped to 45 degrees below zero at the
end of January. The buran comes
with startling suddenness, the atmos
Mr. Sherman Merrill lost a valuable phere growing dark with whirling
snowflakes where scarcely a 'minute
cow last week.
before the sky was perfectly clear.
Pomona Grange at Goodwill's Mills,
Thursday, May 7th.
Very Sad.
Rev. and Mrs. L. H. Bean have re / First Salesman—A woman was ar
turned from Portland, where they have rested downstairs this morning. Sec
ond Salesman—What for? First Sales
been spending the winter.
man—She was caught in the act of
Mr. and Mis. Clarence Hooper will concealing a hand mirror. Second
occupy the tenement at Mr. Beans.
Salesman—Poor woman! That’s what
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Benson have; re comes of. taking a glass too much.—
Chicago News.
turned from Boston.

On the occasion of opening the new
Mr. Charles Stone has purchased a
Naval Academy at Muerwick the Em-;
peror of Germany said, “The nation very handsome bay mare of Biddeford
which in the future uses the smallest parties.
Mr. Albert Chisholm is as comforta
amount of alcohol will march at the
head of the column in warfare and in ble as can be expected.
art.”1
Mrs. Archie Hastey is much improved
in health. .
>
Lemons are selling at Eastport for 10
Miss Mattie Meserve is gaining slow
cents a dozen, and they are low every
where. ..Unfortunately we cannot “put ly, though still very weak.
them down” like eggs for future use,
Good Cheer Club meets with Mrs.
so when the real demand comes in sum Frank Adams today (Wednesday.)
mer we must probably pay the high
Miss Marion Tebbetts, who has been
prices pretty sure to prevail.—Portland
Express, May 1, 191^.
visiting Miss Lucy Clough, returned
Thirty years ago at this time lemons to her home at Belgrade, Me., Tuesday.
were 10 cents a dozen in Eastport and Miss febbetts Spent the winter on the
possibly Portland, but now they are Pacific .coast.
selling at 30 and 35 cents;
Mrs. Johnson of Hollis, Me., who
has been keeping house for Mr. and
When the foreman of the Boston Mrs. Joseph Benson during their visit
American rushes around the press room to Massachusetts, returned to her home
howling for blood, it does not mean that Monday.
he is thirsting for human gore. ‘Blood’
is the vernacular for red ink, and that
The Kennebunkport Farmers’ Club
is what he wants to smear the front
page with big ^sanguinary letters an will hold a meeting in their hall next
nouncing “news” of more atrocities Monday evening. All interested in the
fair next fall are urged to be present.
in Willie Hearst’s wAr with Mexico.

\

Origin of the Dead Letter Office.

“What was the reason for our office
getting its name of the dead letter of
fice, as it is often called?” said an offieial in the returned letter office. “Well,
it was originally started in order to re; turn to the senders all letters, etc\ ad
dressed to people who“ turned out to be
dead. The need for such an arrange
ment became evident from the num
ber of valuable inclosures contained in
such missives, and that the old tradi
tion still lingers in the department is
evident from the fact that the bags
containing returned letters ate black
in color.
“Yes, there are people who imagine
us to be mysteriously connected with
’death itself, and spme time back we
received a peculiar letter from one of
them. Within a week of having a let
ter returned to her a certain person
living in the same house had died, and
consequently tihe writer, evidently as
sociating her friend’s death directly
with us, begged us in future never to
send back letters again, but to burn
them instead.”—London Answers.

To War With
Mexico
Would Mean High Prices
on all Merchandise.
We therefore ask you to take
advantage of the low prices
while there is still “peace(s)”
on hand of the high grade
Silks and Dress Goods which
we “lace” out as fast as they
come in.

HIS store is really the head-quarters
for young men’s clothes, One of the
things that has made it so is the fact
that B. Kuppenheim^r get a quality, style
nnd finish into their goods for us that you
will not find elsewhere.

I

The young men of this town are realizing the real
clothes economy in buying thisjline.
We are also strong on conservative models with
lines that appeal to business men.

Biddeford
Remnant Store
Crystal Arcade,

164 Main St.

Look
Fares will be paid both

ways to customers purchase
ing hats of me this w^ek. ’

Ready clothes from $10 to $30.

Benoit’s extra good Blue Serge Suit (Sir Galahad
brand) $15.00.

BenoitDunn
Masonic Building,
Biddeford

Mrs. K. E. Meed
MILLINER
171 Main St., Biddeford, Me.
Wanted
A girl or woman to care for children.
Any One under 14 years need not” apply
Call or write at once, if writing address
Mrs. F. N, Carter, Kennebunkport, or
call at Leslie Jackson’s Homestead,
Kennebunk Lower Village.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KËNNEBÙNK, ME.
Mk.li Miifitawmitfiiws

û

.WINTER CARE OF THE CALF
First Essential is to Separate Young
Animals From Older and Stronger
Stock—Need ■' More Feed.

The first essential to calf-raising in
the winter is to separate the young
animals from' the older and stronger
stock.
• Some farmers, in fact, most of them,
allow cattle of all shapes and sizes to
run together, but where this is done,
the larger ohes naturally crowd the
smaller and weaker members out of
the most comfortable parts of the
winter quarters—even forcing them to
spend the severest portion of the
night exposed to the rough elements.
Such a course is unprofitable for
two' reasons, to pay nothing of the
suffering to which the helpless calves,
with their susceptible constitutions,
z thus are subjected. ’
, • '1’hey will require morexfood to keep
their bodies warm and offset the detri
mental action of the severe cold..
Then, no matter how much they are
fed, the exposure stunts their whole
general system to such an extent that
their delidate tissues and organs never
will develop as thfsy would if a steady,
undisturbed growth had been main
tained from the start, Ap undesirable
dairy or stock animal is thus developed.
Again, the farmer has npt the time
to watch the cattle and see that the.
calves get their full share of the feed,
Just notice the herd some mdming,
if you are feeding the calves, dairy
and stock cattle all together, and you

III

a

Triplet Calves.

will observe that the little fellows are
v getting only a bit now and then as
they dodge about among the other
cattle. Indeed, they are even very
liable to be-badly injured besides by
some of the larger animals.
Furthermore, even if it were sen
sible or profitable ■to allow the calves
to run with the older animals, they
require more time in which to eat
and they will do much better if ra
tions peculiarly adapted to their needs
are given them.
In case qne is handling a consid
erable herd of stock calves they
should be placed in separate quarters
from the others. . Even the lot in
which they exercise or have theib feed
racks for forage, should be arranged
so the. larger animals will not hav^
access to it.
Individual feed troughs or boxes
cannot be furnished in a case like
this, butk long troughs should be pro
vided, their size being sufficient to
permit all the calves to edt without
crowding some way, as'the larger
ones soon acquire the habit of cheat
ing the smaller and weaker ones out
% of their feed.
Where one is raising only a few
calves, especially if they are for the
dairy herd, they should be housed
as above advised, and in addition they
should be trained to the halter. Teach
them to stand tied in their stalls and
to lead anywhere desired.

Milk the cows quietly, quickly and
on time.

Provide comfortable quarters for
inilch cows.

As a rule the best market'is your
home market.
Give a balanced ration—clean,
wholesome and appetizing.
* • *»
Clean the' dairy stable in summer
just as regularly as in winter.

Apply intelligent labor to your dairy
and watch the inco'me increase.
* ♦ ♦
Oats and pea hay is a nutritious and
valuable feed If cut at the right time.
* * ♦
Weed oqt the unprofitable cows by
use of the Babcock test and the scales.
Milk the cows .clean every time if
you would keep up a uniform flow of
milk.

The dairy cow is naturally of a
quiet disposition and should be quietly
handled.

I I' ■■

Bank of England Salaries.

Seville’s Tower of Giralda.

F

. ........... 111 ............ «

To enter thez service of the Bank of
England a candidate must be nominat
ed by a director, be. of good moral
sharacter, pass a qualifying (not com
petitive) examination and be between
eighteen afld twenty-two years old.
The first year his salary is $500, and
then it rise^ at the rate of $50 a year,
At the end of the fifth year he pro
ceeds to thè fourth. class or else leaves
the service of the bank. According
BUSINESS POWER OF BEAUTY to figures furnished by one of the
bank’s officials, the average pay at the
Philadelphia Ledger Makes a Point end of ten years is $1,060. At fifteen
years it is $1,300, twenty years $1,545,
Which Railroads Would Do
thirty years $1,945; after that the sen
Well to Observe.
ior clerks pàss to $2,150. The staff
If you get out at the railroad sta- and special posts, numbering about
tion at Lancaster, you want to get 10Ó, are j won by meritorious service.
away from that town as quickly' as The highest salary is paid the chief
possible, says thé Philadelphia Ledg cashier and is $15,000. The chief ac
er. Why? Because of the complète countant draws $12,500, and there are
ugliness, saloon-stde-entrance look to Several appointments ranging from, $7,the whole surroundings of that first 500 to $3,500. Agents of branches re
glimpse of it. After you have gone ceive up to $12,000. There is a pen
away from the station you get over it sion system to which the clerk does
somewhat, but never quite. The first not contribute, but for which he - is
qualified »after ten yèars’ service.—
impression is the most lasting.
Cultured Hindus.
» If you get out at the station of one Moody’s Magazine.
In Bengal there are about 70,000,- of the subsidiary lines of the railroad
000 of people, and they zboast of .at Forest Hills Qardens you exclaim:
Didn’t Wait For the “Than'k You.”
perhaps the best culture in India at “How perfectly bully,” and you don’t
John Bull, the, scene painter, tells a
the present time. The language as a tear yourself away from the spot un- story of an occasion when he delivered
written language is only fifty years t til you have satisfied the instànt de some scenery for an entertainment in
old. Though for .over- a thousand mand for the study and enjoyment of a lunatic asylum. He was watching
years it has been a dialect, there is in the station, 'its approach and its sur his men getting the stuff in when it
Indian history unfortunately no trace roundings.
began £0 rain. A big man with a
sof Bengali having been an impqrtant
Which pays? Does it pay Lancas pleasant smile appeared and offered to
literary tongue. The language , orig ter to have that first impression never help. They got on famously. Mr. Bull
inates from Sanskrit, the mother quite removed? Does it not pay For and his volunteer were justf setting
tongue from which every other Indian est Hills Gardens to hâve that first down the last load when an attendant
language has borrowed its alphabet* Impression always emphasized?
arrived, caught the big man a tre
grammar and vocabulary t but, unlike ! Which costs? Ugliness or beauty? mendous blow on the side of the head
the others. Bengali flever shrinks,1 How many cities lose millions by and sent him sprawling on his back.
from gathering new materials. There' mere /igliness? How many millions Mr. Bull was speechless with indigna
are numerous Persian, French, Ara- ! are made by Berlin, Paris, Vienna by tion at this attack, but the victim got
bic and English words incorporated in ;___
mere beauty?
up, smiling more, than ever, and walk
it, and the wonder of it is that, in- j( What an -egregious fool is/the gut- ed away. “You can thank your stars
stead of having been degraded into' ter scoffer who sheers at the idea of I’ve been watching you,” the attend
some vulgar form like pidgin English,- beauty and urges that the gutter is ant explained. “I suppose when you
Bengali has become the most literary,1' good enough. t+
—z. +i.„»
It *<•.
is ignoranc^
that de- had the last lot in you’d have said,
■ scientific, and perhaps the most philo icrys’the business power of beauty. ‘Thank you; I’m much obliged.’ Well,
sophic of modern Indian languages.
And beauty tells on the business of a that’s this fellow’s trouble/ sir. The
town , nowhere more than at its por- moment you say ‘Thank you’ to ’im
i tai—at its railroad station.
Shrewd Sexton.
’e’ll wring your neck.”—London Stand
Among the tourists who travel j. The new station at Montclair, N. ard.
through France a considerable number . J., is an example of how vigorously
visit the cathedral at Rheims, a mag the axiom of city planning that the
Placing the Goat.
nificent example of gothic architecture. I first impression must be a good imAn anecdota of President Hayes is
In the tower there is an enormous . pression is being put into practice^
told by an Englishman who formed
clock, and it is the sexton’s business;
one of- a party of his compatriots while
to wind it every day, a very tiring job, ’ FOR HOME THAT IS HOME the président and his family were at
as the weights are naturally extremely j
Clark’s ranch, near Yosemite. The two
heavy.
Writer Sounds the Praises of the parties were assembled in the rutje
The ’sextfln, hqwever/ is /a, very
kitchen awaiting the coming meal. A
Suburban Residence Over That
shrewd fellow- Whenever he ‘shows |
certain stiffness prevailed at first. At
of the City.
the trippers this wonderful piece of
last a master of the ceremonies and
mechanism he remarks, “Ladies and x, In the suburbs most .of the people introducer appeared in the shape of a
gentlemen, if' you do not believe me in the same neighborhood are of the small and elegant quadruped, evident
regarding the heaviness of the 'clock same sort and standard of character, ly a family pet, which trotted into the
weights try for yourselves.”
and in the suburban school which kitchen to be caressed. A lady of t he
/Each of the trippers immediately your children will attend, the pupils English party gently stroked its stem,
give a turn or two to the wheel, and will be the children of people in your the president its stern. Presently they
as there are some 200 visitors a day own walk of life, the sort of children met, aboflt the center of the animal,
the trippers unconsciously and eagerly with whom your own should grow up, and the interchange of a few remarks
wind the clock for him and in addition associate and mate.
The buildings became inevitable. “This is a very
give him an extra tip for being allow aré not overcrowded, because the pretty goat,” from the English lady.
ed to do his work.—London Onlooker.
population is not dense enough to “My end is antelope, madam,” from
cause overcrowdipg.
the president, It need scarcely be said
Emily Bronte’s Looks.
In the last analysis the home own that both ends were antelope, but the
A discussion as to the personal ap er is what God intended him to be, a reply was very neat.
pearance of Emily Bronte reveals the normal, healthy man, raising his chil
remarkable fact that no, one knows dren in a normal, healthy way; do
The Brave Butterfly.
anything about it since there is no au ing it in a home that allows for the
Here is an unorthodox story of King
thentic portrait in existence. When ! fullest expression of his individuality Solomon: One day a butterfly sat on
Charlotte Bronte first saw George and that of his family subject to an the king’s temple and boasted to his
Henry Lewes she said that he was ¡ environment of his own making that wife. “If I chose I could lift my wing
wonderfully like.her sister Emily, but brings out the best that’s in him.
andflhiver.this building to the ground,”
this is unfortunate for Emily since
If you haven’t thought of this he swaggered. Solomon, overhearing,
Lewes was very much like a baboon. point before,. call "on a fellow flat sent for the boaster. “H6w dare you ?”
Possibly the comparison was due to a dweller and feel the limpid, aenemic, he thundered. The butterfly groveled.
sisterly/candor that ^9 seldom errs on howdy-do handshake and the lack of “I did it td impress my wife," he ’
the side of mercy. Thanks to, photog enthusiasm.
Then call upon some pleaded, The great monarch was in
raphy, the historian of the future will friend living at the edge of a city stantly appeased and let him go,
not.be in doubt as to the appearance , or deep in the suburbs, and when you “What did Solomon say to you?” ga:upof celebrities of the present generation, ring his bell you’ll get a hearty «¡d a quivering wife five minutes lat
but he is likely to have his own opin greeting and a heartier handshake “Oh, he begged me not to ;do it,” s.ud
ion as. to those worth knowing about — from a man with the light of the joy the butterfly airily. And Solomon,
!\of living in his eye.’—Exchange.
Argonaut.
'
\
again overhearing, smiled.

From its great antiquity alone If
from nothing .-else it is plain that the
Giralda at Seville could not haVe been
studied from the tower of the Madison
Square Garden in New York, which
the American will recall when he sees
it. If the case must be reversed and
we must allow that the Madison
Square tower was studied from the
Giralda, we must still recognize that
it is no servile copy, but in its frank
imitation »has a grace and beauty
i which achieve originality. Still, the
Giralda is always the Giralda; and,
though there had been no Skint Gaudens to tip its summit with such a fly
ing footed nymph as poises ' on our
tower, the . figure of Faith jtvhich
crowns it is at least a good weather
vane and from its office of turning gives
the mighty bell tower its name. Long
.centuries before the tower Was a belfry it served the mosque, which the
cathedral now replaces, as a minaret
for the muezzin to call the faithful to
prayer, but it was then, only two-thirds
as high.—Harper’s Magazine.

T Helps T

“Suburb.”

Parks and the Death Rate.

When did the word “suburb” first
find its way into the languagé? It is
used in a recently discovered four
teenth ordinance of the cit^y guild of
carpenters providing that the mem
bers should attend the funeral of any
one of the fraternity resident withip
the city “or in the subburbs.” The
natural inference is that even then it
was part of thè everyday talk of the
qjtizens.—Pall Mall Gazette.

The city planning expert of Berlin,
Dr. Werner Hegemann, lately visited
Cleveland, and recommends a chain
of boulevards through the most con
gested part of the city. Such a plan,
he thinks, would do more for health
than grand parks in the suburbs. The
city health officer. Doctor Frederick,
concurs, and says that the great need
is for open spaces within convenient
distance, to which mothers can take
their babies in the hottest hours of the
day and in the early evenihg. Cleve
land, he says, is a healthy city for
adults, but infant mortality is too
great, and the main cause is Rummer
heat. What is true of Cleveland is
true elsewhere, and it may be noted
that the strain of city conditions is
probably more severe Cm a population
mainly recruited from the country, as
is the case in' most American cities,
than on a race of city dwcffijKi, in
which presumably the abilityJMr en
dure heat, glare qnd a stifling Atmos
phere has been increased by a long
continued process of elimination of the
weakest.—Springfield Republican.

Good Substitute.

“Why have you not come to my
bridge party as you promised?” tele
phoned the irate hostess. “You are
breaking up one table.”
“I am sick,” was the reply.
“That’s an old) excuse.”
“Really, I’m sick. I have a trained
nurse.”
t
“Well, you should have sent a sub
stitute. Ask the nurse if she plays.”—
Kansas City. Journal.
An Inducement.

Wife — I wish, Harry, dear, you’d
get me a flice clock for my room. ■ Hub
—But I am really very short and can’t
,Hdw It Happened.
afford— Wife (interrupting) — If you
“So you broke your engagement
will I’ll set* it back two hours the with Miss Spencer?”
evening you go to the club.—Boston
“No; I didn’t break it.” |
Transcript.
“Oh! she broke it?”
“No; she didn’t break it.”
Hope. ,
“But it (is broken?” \
“There is no sweeter suffering than
“Yes ; she told me what her clothes
hope.” So runs an old German prov cost, and I told her what my income
erb, melancholy text fornbarts that [ was ; then our engagement sagged in
bitter disappointment has cured and, td the mîiddlè and dissolved.”
whom all hope is but memory.
Her Thrift.

An Alarming Tale.

Sunshine, pure air and clean stables
Mr. Staylate—The other night I heard
are necessary for successfully manag a story that gave me such a start.
ing a dairy.
-, ,
Miss Muchbored—I wish I knew it.—
Woman’s Home Companion. »
The market for other stock may
fluctuate, but a good milch cow always
The Attraction.
brings top prices.
*Ella-r-Did the bride smile as she
walked down the aisle?' Mai—I don’t
The cow disease, tuberculosis, is know; I was watching her
1
hat.—lean
nothing more than cow consumption. | sas City Star.
Poor barn ventilation helps it alon/«
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Gems Jn Verse
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SUMMER’S GOODBY.
HE smiles goodby in gates of green; (Conducted by the National Woman
’s
_
She lifts her hands o’er eyes to
Christian Temperante Union.)
screen
The garish, burning August sun;
Her fields are ripe, her race is run. ABOLISH LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
Goodby, goodby, dear lady miné,
(From an Address by Clinton M. How
With all your golden harvests done
ard.)
And all your heart of ruby wine!
Suppose the news came tomorrow

She stands beside her bin and byre.
Her golden girlhood of desire
Still beating with its dream of morn
Within the rustling gates of corn.
Goodby,. goodby, how soft and low
The echo of her voice is borne,
How terrible it is, to go!

The vales are weary of the light,
The round moon tips the magic night,
The homing dove goes by in gray,
The' world is very sad today.
Goodby, goodby, to all thy dreams,
Dear sister of the league of May,
Borne outward by eternal streams!.

Her cheeks are brown, her hand is round.
Her bare feet-touch like dew the ground;
She sings goodby through smile and tear
Besides her gates of green, the dear.
Goodby, goodby, sweet maiden dight,
In love beyond, the reach of fear—
Through gates of dream she cries good
night!
—Baltimore Sun.
LOST LOVE.
VV/HO wins his love shall lose her,
’ ’ Who loses her shall gain,
For still thé spirit wooes her,
<
A soul without a stain,
And memory still pursues her
With longings not in vain.
TTE loses her who gains her,
-t-*- Who watches day by day
The dust of time that stains ¡her,
The griefs that leave her gray.
The flesh that yet enchains her
Whose grace has passed away.

happier he who gains not
OH,The
love some seem to gain!
The joy that custom stains not
Shall still with him remain,
The loveliness that wanes not,
The love that ne’er can wane.
N dream she grows not older
The land of dreams among.
Though all the world wax colder.
Though all the songs be sung,
In dreams doth he behold her
■ Still fair and kind and young.
—Andrew Lan*.

I

IMMUNITY.
HELD your hand; I kissed your mouth
And caught the germ. I felt the
' sting
Of it. The wind blew from the south;
I slept and wakened worshiping.
I said; ‘Jl’tn old, with heart still youh*;
All that’s to learn of love I know;Bo many times have I been stung
l am immune.” It is njot so.
I hurried north. Your sunny land.
Wherein my boyhood’s passions grew,
Held fire that I could not withstand;
Yet could not get away from you.

I rested near a northern stream
'■
Where wonderful wild roses are;
You overtook me in a dream;
I rose and sought the glacier.
The nort-hland breathes the breath
June;
The glittering glaciers melt and flow,
And I—I thought I was immune!
It Is not so. It is not/so.
—Cy Warman.

A SONG OF THE CITY.
f F you come to ask ydur fortune
of the city
You must swear to take what
ever she may give.
You must strip yourself of friv
olous desire,
Wanting nothing but a fighting
chance to live.
You’ve got to look (her in th« eyes,
i unshrinking,
Forgetting when she tries you
overlong.
You’ve got to gamely take a long
day’s grilling
And start the fiext one whistling
a song.
Then, when she’s found that you
won’t take a breaking, ■'
That you can play the game, she’ll
■ play it fair.
When you’ve offered her your
strength and youth, unflinch
ing,
She’ll take you to her heart and .
hold you there.
—Elizabeth Kirkman.

Red Flannel.

Red flannel as a cure for rheuma
tism has many adherents. No doubt
the flannel keeps warm and protects
the stiff joint and sore muscles, but as
far as the* color goes any other in the
spectrum would be fully as effective.
Like many ¡of our boy and girl super
stitions, the notion has become so
THE BEWILDERED SEER.
deeply grounded as to have an un T KNOW thafr-eggs and butter-bread
doubtedly favorable mental effect. F er- -*• Will make me strong and wise;
ish the iconocl,ast who would destroy I know that silkworms spin their thread
To dress the butterflies.
it!—Boston Herald.
The Magnet.

Magnet is derived from the name of
the city of Magnesia, in Asia Mir or,
where the properties of the lodest« ne
are said to have been discovered, It
has, however, been asserted -that the
name comes from Magnes, the name of
a shepherd who discovered magnetic
power by being held on Mount Ida,
in , Greece, by its attraction for the
nails in his shoes.
Modernized Comparison.

“The pen,” remarked the rèàdy mr.de
philosopher, “is mightier than the
sword.”
“Yes,” replied the man who w.’itès
ablè articles on universal péace, “but
I’m not sure that the typewriter is
mightier than the battleship.”—Wash
ington Star.
Tlie Benighted Parent.

/

Little Girl—Why did ybur mamma
spank you? Boston Child — Because
she is too untutored and ignorant to
devise a more modern7 reformatory
method of, punishment.—Lifer

“So Maude caught the rich old guy,
after all.”
Uses of Failure.
“Yes; she always did say her honey
I thank God that I was not made a
moon was going to be of the harvest dexfrous manipulator, for the most im
kind.”
portant of my discoveries have been
suggested to me by failure.—Sir
Carrying It to Excess.
Humpÿy Davy.
Quizzo ■— I understand that' your
friend Bronson is a vegetarian.
The angry man should never do to
Quizzed—Yes. He has'such pronounced views on the subject that he day what he can put off until tomor
row.
married a grass widow.

UV/HEN roses blossom on the earth
’ ’ Their tears are mist and dew;
When little babies die at birth
They paint the heavens blue.

KNQW a thousand stranger things.
Like toads that turn to glass
And bats that take off Water wings
And dry them oh the grass.

I

’t know where hours stay
BUTÑorI don
where time keeps the light.

Nor how a big thing like today
Can hide itself tonight;
—Jane Burr.
LOVE’S CRUCIBLE.
HAT a grim thing it is that you
and I,
So intimate, so bound by every
tie,
Can never read each other’«
secret thought,
Must be contented with the glimpse we’ve
caught,
>
Can face each other calmly, eye to eye,
And, with our £t>uls protesting, speak a
lie! That while you wound me with indiffer
ence
... •
Or cruel words or meager recompense,
Your heart with love for me may be aglow,
Yet, looking in your eyes, I cannot know.
—Lilian Lauferty.

that we had established wireless com
munication with the planet Mars; that
they had heard of our shoes, cotton
and woolen goods, furniture and other
articles of manufacture, and had sent
us an order, accompanied with the
cash coined into American money, for
two billion dollars’ worth of farm prod
ucts and manufactured articles, to be
shipped over the new railless trunk
line soon to be in operation. A stand
ing order to be duplicated ,the first of
every January indefinitely! We would
not have the factories or labor to pro
duce them; we would not have the ma
chinery to make them; we would not
have sufficient raw material to manu
facture! them. Such an order would
put every factory on double time, and
every man on extra pay. But how
much better would it be if we placed
such an order for ourselves, have the
work, get the wages, and keep the
goods to enjoy in our own homes!
Let us abolish the liquor traffic and
such an order can be placed every
year with the merchants of the United
States.
■Six cents out of every dollar spent
in the saloon goes to the man that
makes what is sold over the bar.
Twenty-eight cents of the dollar goes
to the producer of the raw materials.
■ Spent for the home in twenty other
ways and twenty-three cents out of
every dollar (instead of six) would gq
to labor, and fifty cents of avery dollar
(instead of twenty-three) would go for
raw material. Forty cent's more of
every dollar now spent tor rum would
go back to .the pocket of the working
man and the producer.
Two billion dollars moi’e business
for the merchants; five hundred mill
ion dollars more to the producers;
four hufldred million dollars more
paid in wages to labor, and one million
more men than is now required to
make the goods would be the economic
reward year by year for national total
abstinence.
“MARÇHING RIGHT ALONG.”

The annual ^report of the correspond
ing secretary of the National Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union, Mrs.
Frances P. Parks, shows that the past
year has been one of prodigious activi
ty among the state organizations.
The pasage of the Kenyon-Webb bill,
removing the shield of federal protec
tion» from the interstate traffic in
liquor, infused nety life into the hearts
of many who previously felt that the
enforcement of state prohibition was a
hopeless task. During the year, 1,233
new unions were organized and 398
Loyal Temperance Legions (children’s
societies). Twenty-six states made a
gain over all losses in membership.
One organizer crossed the Atlantic
apd established unions and Loyal
Temperance Legions in London. A
territqrial union and local unions were
organized in Alaska and local unions
in the Yukon territory. For the com
ing year, Mrs. Parks says, the W. C. ~
T. U. cannot do better than to better
do the things it has been doing for
four decades, namely: Push scientific
temperance instruction in schools (the
boys and girls of today áre the eiti- <
zens of tomorrow) ; spread the truth
about prohibition by publishing and
distributing literature, through the
press, and by personal work; oppose 1
efforts for the restoration of the sale
of liquor in the United States army
and in any place • from which it-has
been banished; guard and protect the
prohibition territory acquired and
steadfastly seek to add to it; urge—
as a prohibition measure—the ballot
»for women.
' “Forward to greater things, is the
eager note of the white-ribboner’s
faith.”
ALCOHOL AND TUBERCULOSIS.

We can only mention the vast im
portance which alcohol plays as a fac
tor in producing tuberculosis. Alco
hol in any form, mild or strong, is a
protoplasmic poison, and its immedi
ate effect upon the body is to lessen
its natural resistive powers and to re
duce vitality. Thus alcoholism fa
vors the invasion of infectious disor*
ders generally, and none more than tu
berculosis.
Not infrequently the use of alcohol
ic beverages is associated with insuf
ficient food; for money which should
be spent in the provision of nourish
ing food is wasted on drink, and the
poor victim suffers a double affliction.
His body is poisoned by the alcohol,
and the natural sense of hunger
which he ought to possess is dead
ened, and he is in a state of semi
starvation, which fenders him readily
susceptible to the germs of consump
tion. Insufficient feeding must be re
garded as an important predisposing
cause,' and the same is largely true
of insufficient clothing.—A. B. Olsen,
M. D., D. P. H., in Life and Health-
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FACTS TO REMEMBER.

Employers in1 all branches of business are putting nip the bars against
the man who frequents the saloons.
THE VOICE.
HERE is only one law and only one Every young man should bear in mind
that every time he is seen entering or
God
For all things under the sun—
coming out of a saloon he is reducing
The sea, and the sand, and the wind his chances to secure a good position
' blown soul,
with a responsible business firm.
And. the God and the law are one.
When business men want young men
ND whatever the law and the God tx to fill poêitions of trust ahd res pons inamed
bility they don’t go to the saloon or
By beings like you and me,
gambling room to find them; neither
They speak supreme in that cosmic vole«
will they accept the saloonkeeper's
Which men call harmony.'
—Albert Bigelow Pal»«.
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENÑEBUNK, ME.
■Not yet.
^,.1.-..
air,
Beek unsmilingly, anti then uot wait
ing for an ans^eu' Up went on, “Of
course it would be pin buri fis*'1 ne to ex
plain to Mrs.- Swan, if* there was such
a lady, that, you aie pursued .by a
strange ifemale.’’ He relapsed into si
lence and stared at the diamond ring
twinkling on Mr. Swan’s’chubby fin
ger.'
!
And How It Played
■ ’ “May I ask if you’w been married,
Mr. Swan?” he snapped obt suddenly.
Them a Trick
. “Why—er—yes, of course,’’ returned
Mr. Swan rather'1; confus.edly.* .“My
wife died a year ago; and she is buried
By CLARISSA MACKIE
in the cemetery on the hilltop back of
my house That is why”— He paused.
“I. see,” nodded the detective, “You
“Ï shall ,give up the house’unless the : believe there is something supernat
mystery is explained at once,” com ural about the shadow of the woman’s
plained Mr. Timothy ^wan io the real face upon your window shade and you
have connected it with thé fact that
estate agent. ' 1
“But, Mr. Swan,” objected the, man your wife is buried near by, eh ?”
“Yes,” admitted Mr Swan. '
perplexedly, i‘T’ve done everything 4
could to help you out. In fact, I’ve 1 ' “Very well, I’ll think the matter
had the* house watched for several over,” said the detective solemnly,
nights by a special policeman, and he • “and perhaps I may spend the night
declares tljât not a human being ap out your way. What time does the
moon rise?”
proached it from any direction.” .
“Eight thirty-two, but it doesn’t show
’-'“I would like to talk to, that [man,’’
•aid Mr. Swan eagerly. '“Where can I over the top of the, hill untili nearly 9
o’clock,” returned Mr. Swan.
“If
find him.”
“His name is Beek, and you 'can see you’ll come to the house I shall be
him by calling at t6e police! station,” glad to show you around, and I will
said tie agent relievedly. “Perhaps remark that I have some excellent
Beek’s testimony will convince yotf cider in my cellar.”
“Thanks, I’ll be there,” said trie de
that it is impossible for' any one to
climb to the second story of your tective promptly, and once, more »'Mr.
Swan wept forth to seek a trolley car,
house and look in the window’’— x
“I didn’t say that any one did such / only this time he was . headed for
a thing,” interrupted Mr. Swan hastily. 1 home.
That evening at 9 o’clock the long
“My contention is that the place1, is
haunted. What else (kiuld kccount |fofi and silent Mr. Beek suddenly appear
the shadow of a woman’s fq.ee falling ed at the back door, having made his
against my Window shade every moon- entrance through the orchard,
bight night and sometimes when it is '■ The stout housekeeper who ahswerquite dark? Again arid again I have ed, his modest knock looked suspicious;
pulled up' the shade only to 'discover; ly at .him/
there is nothing beyond
save the / ,“I .left him standing outside,’’, she
Orchard| and beydnd it the high hill told ? her employer. “He’s rather a
where the, cemetery lies. There is a slick looking, customer, and you. don’t!
sheer .drop of fifty feet from my vzin- never ' know when some one’s 1 looking
dow to the grass'■below, and ¡there is around to burgle the house. I could
nothing a person æould stand upon if have syvorn there was a woman looking
he managed ' to reach that height, in my window the.¡other night Sincé
Sir,” he yrent on impressively, “I’ve then I këèp iny blinds . shut tight”
lived in; eight haunted houses, and I She folded,' her plump arms, across her
know what I’m talking about. There chest.
“So. you’ve seen it, too?” inquired ¡Mr.
Is something queer about that shadow.”
‘‘¡ÿvére^ the mysteries of the other Beek’s quiet voice, for hé had followed
eight ‘houses explained?” asked the 1 close in her«waka ' “Good evening, Mr.
’Swan,;” he went oh, smiling at the
agent keenly.
“Is > the
“Well,” said Mr.' Swan, rising^ to woman’s astonished face.
leave, “six of . them were, but the other ghost walking yet?”
“Ah, good evening, Mr. Beek! This1
two could not be explained.’,’
“I eixpect you’re a j psychologist or ■ is my housekeeper, Mrs. Brown. It
something like thatJ” suggested thé man. I seems, that .she,, foo/? has sé,en somp*
“Nothifig of the) sort,” çefortéd Mr. thing unusual.”
Swan testily; “I am merely a plain
Thereupon Mrs. Brorim proceeded to
relate with many gestures and much
lurid description • trustor/ of the fright
she had received a week ago come yes
terday when on going toffher.iroom and
blowing out the light she had been con
fronted with thé large shadow of a wo' man’s . profile against • her window
shade. ,
“Pf course I put my head out of the
Window and said, ‘Whatever are you
hanging around here for?’ But I de
ciare to man there wasn’t a human
soul anywhere arohhd. It gave, me
suph a turn1 I’vd hardly got over it
yet!" She, closed her eyes and'swayed
dangerously near Mr. Swan’s diminu
tive' form, but ' that gentleman was
wary and chivalrously placed a dhair
'’Tor her.
“Sit down if, you feel faint, Mrs.
Brown,” he urged.
I’m all over it now,” she returned
grimly. •
“We might take’a look Around, eh>?”
suggested Mr. .Beek. “Seed' the shad
ow on the first floor?” .
“I’ve never noticed it anywhere .bill
against i my chambër window; Iqlind,”
said Mr; Swan, leading the way to
ward the stairs. “Mrs./¡Brown, how- !
ever, occupies a room on the ground
fio,ór on the same side of thé hòuse, arid
it éépms shé/ too, has Seen the same
M*. BEEK SUDDENLY APPEABED, AT THB
phenomenon,"
BACK DOOB.
“Lead ithe,1! way,” said the detective
matter of fact American citizen, try , tersely.
ing to discover why -1 should be haunt
Mr. Swan jrioufited the steep stairsi
ed by the shadow of a woman’s face. to the second floor, while the detective
.1 wish you good day, sir. I will,find (followed him, Mrs. Brown, at. her own _
this, man Beek, and l£l hecannot 'request, bringing up the rear.
throw any light on this matter I Will / The host led 'the way into a ¡large
vacate the house.”
chamber facing the east The room
“As you please, Mr. Swan,” said the was unlighted save for -the'stream of
agent rather wearily, and as the door moonlight that fell through, throwing a
-closed « behind the exasperated tenant large patch of Whiteness : against the
¡he winked significantly- at his -partner, light ¡colored wall over the bed. Against
-Who, had been-dodging, back and forth
this whiteness there was thrown blackbehind the morning newspaper.
“What do you' .make of thgt old pqr- i ly. the Jarge profile of a wóman with
classical features-+-a 'beautiful woman,
ty, Smith?” he asked“Been mixing his drinks, of course,” with a noble cast of brow shadowed
returned the other wisely, and with a by, a heavy wave of hair..
“Is that the same face you saw, I
faugh at the expense of the perturbed.,
Mr. Swan they dismissed him from madam?" he asked the housekeeper.
“Yes," she said breathlessly.
J
their thoughts.
“And the same one, you have always
In the meantime Mr. * Swain was1
boarding a street car,( liound for t^e seen, sir?” he turned to Mr. Swan.
; “It is.’,’! skid that gentleman solemnly.
police station'downtown. The small
City of ^hacklin was scattered oyer the ; “Well;'sir—and madam,” said the de
level plains at'the foot of several high tective, with a twinkle In his eÿës,
¿ills.. Mn Swan’s house" was situated “it is quite tttue that that shadow is
* 'on. the outskirts of the city, and his cast by a lifeless woman who stands
orchard seemed to ruri up the side of , in the ceifietery On the hillside”—he
4the nearest hill. Mr. Swan had ,rented waited until he had enjoyed their hor
the place with the idea of purchasing rified gasps—“but it happens to'be a
it if he liked it, and he, had been liv shadow cast by' the‘profile ofl a large
ing there several months, becoming marbje angel recently erected pn the
more ja-nd tnore gratified with ' his -¿ur-, ,summit Of the hill over the Griggsby
roundings until all at1 once "his peace plot., -¡The moon rises behind the statue
was invaded by the shadow of a worn-1 and Ihrows the shadow down ori your,
windows. It is'a 'very beautiful face,
ah’s face.
When he met Mr. Beek. the detec is it not?”
“Aydnderful.” murmured .Mr. Svlan,
tive and special policeman ¡of whom'
the real estate agept * had spoken, be while his 'housekeeper snorted incredu
foundi.a'tall, lean, silent man*1 with an lously and left the room. ■
indifferent manner. Mr.' Beek appear
“I came down here through ■ the cem
ed not to be listening to a "word of etery and discovered-the'c’ause in an ’
Mr. Swan’s lengthy discourse, and
instant. I am, sure, Mr. Swan, ' ¡that
if that gentleman I pa used for anin- you. neéd‘ have no qualms about—er—
starit’s breath the detective woiild dismissing your housekeeper and-^er-*-/
mutter impatiently:
letting the marnage bells-1 peal forth
/‘Go o'n, sir; please gplon!"'
once more.”
The detective smiled
“And vyhat does xMrp Swan say to down his long nose at the blushing lit- •
all this?’i,inqulre0 Mr. 1 Beek when the, tie man.1' *
older ma.h had finished. ,
“Come downstairs, sir, while I find
“There is no Mrs. Swan, not as yet,” my check book,*but first I will drawl
returned Mr. Swan, with dignity, yon some of that fine cider,” he said
though his fair complexion reddened.
warjnly. À
,
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COATS
at Greatly Reduced Prices
Thousands of dollars worth of Spring Wearing Apparel in a wide variety of styles
colorings arid cloths on sale this week at one-fourth to one-third less than regular prices.

$ 16.50 Suits at 10.95

$18.50 Coats at 10.98

Of Serge, Gabardine and Diagonal weave?, various
styles and .trimmings: Colors navy, copen, /tan^ 'al
so black. Sizes 16 to 40. ’ Sale price
$10.05

Of striped ratine and two toned diagonal materials
fancy back, yoke and ripple effect, peau-de-cygne
lined, throughout. Sale price
$10.98

$18.50 Shits kat [l g:98
Of Crepe, fine Serge ‘and Gabardine, Selection
from several . best' models trimmed with Bulgarian
silk, satin and fancy bpttohs. Cplors, navy, copen,
tan. ( Sale price >
$12.98

20.00 Coats at 14.75
Qf Waffle Cloth and fancy wool materials, collar
and cuffs trimmed With figured silk, yoke effects, al
so plaited backs, fancy buttons. Sale' price $14.75

$20.00 .Suits at 14.75 ,
Of Crepe Poplin, Crepe, Gabardine ahd Silk Pop
lin, tailored, also dressy models from which-to make
I a selection.' Colors, navy, tan, copen, tango, wisI«. teria, also black.’ Sale price
* $14*75

S

25.00 Coats at 18.45
! Of'Fancy Corded Ratine, Yoke Effect, Front arid
Back, collar and cuffs of fancy silk crash. Coats
fasten with fancy frogs. Sale price .
$18.45

Annual Spring Sale of Draperies and Drapery Materials
Scrim Curtains white' and ecru, various
styles including the lace edged Special,
-the pair" .
, '
' ;
' ^^6
Scrim Curtains with' hemstitched border,
white and ecru, the pair
. 79c
Scrim Qiirtains, lace 'edge with' herm
stitched border, special at*
1
89c
Marquisette Curtains in white and ecru,'
hemstitched^ finished with lace edge, 1
Ip ilce
z
$1.25
Scrim Curtains, full width 2 1-2 yards long,
hiemstitched border, eerd only,

Drapery Scrim in while, ivory and ecru
40 inches wide, prices
, 150,19^250

Yard wide denims, (colors green, red,
blue, rrice
-• 20c

Fancy Scrim, 36 in . wide, two rows of
double hemstitching, ecru only,'price 19c

33 and 36 in. Cretonnes, new patterns .
and colorings, price the yd.1
12 f-2c

Hemstitched Scrim with( lace edge,i 36 ‘
inches wide.'price,
119c

Art

Scrim iri white and ecru with Mexican
work border, 40 in. wide, .price
. 19c

36 in. Tapestry, double faced,, dark rich
colorings, various ¡patterns,, special the
ya,rd
399

Hemstitcjied mar.qiiisette, e6ru Only, 40 in.
widd, price
25c
Fancy bqrdered Scrims, various styles, 36,
and4olin. wide, ecru only, price
2'5-c

the pair
9‘?C
Marquisette Curtains pith Jdce1 insertion/
also hemstitched, e,c|u'^njy, pair
$1.98

Cretonnes in light; medium anjd dark
colorings, 27 in wide,, price .
: ( , ,10c

Denims, 36 in. wide, light rind,
medium colorings, new designs, price 25ri

27 in* Satin Mercette, several.’ different
patterns, regular price 25c, sale price 15c
31 in. Silkolines, the yard

36 in. Burlap, colors brown,, red, green,'
tan, the yard
\
17c

Attractive Millinery
at Popular Prices

MAY SALE OF FINE UNDERMUSLINS
Fresh, Clean Garments at Special Prices all This Week
\N e(w knickerbocker drawers ' with ham
burg 'edge, ribbon 1 un''; 'in Nainsook and
Crepe, prices,
i
39c, 50c, 79c.
Camisoles ¡of netrshadow .lace; also crepe
de-chine, special at
.500,750,980.
'■ Combination' , Caijiisole i and , Knicker
Drawer, ham burg, also lace .trimmed, rib
bon run, price
I
, 98c
; Combination 'Corset cover and Drawer
of fine quality crepe trimmed witfi lace
and hamburg .insertion, ribbon run, price
. 98c'

Corset iCovers of fine Nainsook daintily
tritnmed with lace arid embroidery, ribbon
run ■
'
50c
Gowns of fine Plisse Crepe [and Nain
sook, lace alfeo hamburg-trimmpd,' price 98c
Pqtticoats, of[ 1 Cambric and Nainsook
98c
deep, hamburg flounce, price
Princess slips of Lawn and Nainsook,
handsomely trimmed with lace and em
broidery, price 98 c
Short Skirts of Nainsook and Crepe,
hariiburg and lace trimmed, price
50c

12 I-2C

* 'lUhtrim'med shapes of Chip, also
Hemp in black and colors, 98c, $149,
1.98 upwards to 3,98.
Trimmed Hats in the, newest shapes,,
blaclf and colors, special at $2.98, 3.98

- Wreathes in an almostlendless Variety '
of styles and colorings, special' at 39c,,
49c, 79c and'98c;
Children’s .Untrimmed Hats' of Hemp
arid Milan, white, burnt rind, best c.olors,
prices 79c and 98c.

BARGAIN BASEMENT
150 Dresses of Chambray and Striped Gingham. Colors Tan, Cadet, Lavender,
Brown, also, in Stripes Lavender and White, Black and White, Blub arid White
Handsomely Trimmed. Sizes J 6 to 44. Vallie 1.25 and 1.50i
Bargain Basemerit Price 95c
300 Women’s Waists'of Poplin and Madras,^plain white,
also, fancy stripes, sizes 134 to 44, regular $i.oc v^lde,

Bargain Basement Price I

5§ö

$2.98 Plaid Dress Skirts at
$1.50 Mixture Skirts .'at.
50c Silk Boot Hose at
50c Lisle Hose, black and1 colors at

95d
SÄ
29c

W. E. Y0ULAND CO

Butterick Patterns and The Delineator on Sale

Main Street

1

Biddeford, Maine

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.

Young Man, Do You Need a Sweater i

PVK TERS are now all the ¡go
. with young chaps. #
STake
a tip right here. Whgn you
a

service. But two survivors of the Mex
ican war of 1846-7 remain in this State
Otis Glidden of Princeton has recent although hundreds- served in that con
ly fallen heir to a fortune of $45,000. flict nedrly 70 years ago.
This good luck came about as the. result
of a kindness shown a seemingly help Two survivors of the Mexican war of
less and Very poor old man, 12/years 1846-^ are living in Maine, Andrew
ago. While wording on a dairy farm Baker of Limington and Captain David
at West Andover, Mass., an old man Webber of c Boothbay Harbor. , The
vrho worked with him fellj.ll and Mr? former is 88 and-, the latter 91. Both
Glidderi cared’ for him. Years went by are interested in the present controver
apd the incident passed from, his mind, sy with the country where they had ex
when recently much to his 'surprise, he citing. experiences nearly 70 years ago
received a letter from an attorneyin and m*e keen observers of the train of
Lawrence notifying him that the seerri- -pvents that have led 'to. the present
There are very \few
ingly poor man had died and left him a complications.
fortune equalling $45,000, in stocks/ veterans of that war living at this tiihe
bonds, and money and from which/he ahd those few ^re in very advanced
will realize ah income of z-$ 2,-000 per years.
year.

Maine News

The Lord’s Prayer

<;IT you feel, convinced that we are
that kind we will be pleased to
sh0\7 you/our big fine. Qualify plus
low price.
/
All sorts of fine specialties in hab
erdashery.

' Last Saturday all of The proprietors
of fruit and confectionery stores in this
buy a sweater, be sure ?bu buy
village were ordered to close their ,Our Father which art in Heaven,
right
storps all day Sunday. The notice was Words so sweet and true,
Go to a reliable dealer. z
served by Officer Atwood W. .Allen and That guides thy earing children
another officer was put on .duty to see This dark journey through,
that they did not opp'n up for • business. Halldwed be thy name,
Help us thy praise to sing,
Furnishings Dept., W. M. DRESSER, Prop.
Kennebunk Selectman Horace P. Webber has had Help us to serVe thee always, '
many complaints from some okth6
citizens of the town and' this« enforce" pur grdat.and glorious King.
ment of the law is the result. —Spring Thy kingdom pome, dear Father,
1 We long for thy sweet rest,
vale Advocate.
To dwell with thee forever
,H t ;
In the beautiful home of the blest.
Listen to the Bath Times latest hen , Thy will be done, dear Father,
story. Itsays that a lady found one of i 1 have 'n0 will but thine,
her week-old chicks,/outside the hen , On earth ag it is in heaven,
house, cold and stiff. apparently dead, j Thy will it'shall be mine,
but her kind heart led her to give him ¿Give us this day pur daily -bread, ’■
all the ^haned there was, so She /took
" d We thist for all in thee/
him into the house, placed him in warm For He who marks the sparrows fall,
flannels, dipped his bill in hob. pepper
Will surely care for me.
A
tea, rather vulgarly soaked his feet in And forgive us our debts, which are
the sarhe drink at tlie same time.^ And many,
'■
lo! a flickering eye lid, a tiny peep, a | Like'the changing
„ o sands of the se§.,
fluttering stub , of downy wing, and I As we forgivelour debtors,
presto! behold yqung chick as Yale andi^ we are forgiven by thee.,
,hearty .as before
u
leadugusstray
not.mto
ever uh? w«s chilly by ’And
Nor let
fron)temptation,
an Apribnight.
Apribnight,
'• \
But deliver us from evil
■;
t
That We may faithful be.
\
,
. J For thineus the kingdom,/
S. W. Ingalls of the city farm 111 The power and the glory,
Auburn, has completely dramatized the ‘ This earth belongs to thee,
book of Job. He has condensed its 42' bought by tlte blessed Saviour
,
• ,txgo
Who
the'dear
crossF^
forher>
me.
t
chapters
into 4.000 words that. require
d\died
y by on
day>
40 itìinutes to deliver. There afethirteen Ti]] jesus comes again,
__T able
T' critics
_ *'L 1 I-H tell=of your goodness and mercy, y
characters in the drama/, and
who ha^e .heard -Mr? 1Ingalls
_ ; ’ deciare For ®ver.and ever, Amen.
that it is a new, revelation in Bible read
ing. One \distinguished doctor 'of ■’
Hundreds of SATISFIED persons in tips community have bought diriffity who heard Mr. Ingalls told Kim!
garden and farm implements, such, as hoes,, rakes, spades, scythes, etc., that his mission should be to teach ffiin-v
isters how to read the Scriptures. He f
frqm Us. WHY NOT YOU? , This ii-s the time.
declared the reading to be2 a; marvel Of T:
tragic and dramatic ^.rt as well as an ’
epic in poetic beauty. . This work,
though copied verbatim from the Bible
Post Office Square
KENNEBUNK, MAINE is-written In blank vèrse, which gives
the reader the chance to *prol ng the
Vowel sound enhancing the charm and
béauty of this great cofifcipositibh' with
rhythmic accent and melody 0^ vqrse, a
thing impossible \yhen interpreted in
pro.se. Mr. Ingalls'has been a teacher
of elocution and was considéred , a màs
ter of his art.
The

THE DAYLIGHT STORE

i ¿ARE TRUMPS

Everything
For Farm
And Garden

P

IMPLEMENTS

Clcau-up Week, May -4th to 9th

Timely Sale of
Housekeepers Necessities.
Y OU’ LL NEED SHEETS.

We have some good values at, each
39c,149c, .59c, 69c', 7£p/ 89c and $T.oo
ioc, lie, |2i-2c, 15c, 17c, 19c and 22c

PILLOW SLIPS

CURTAIN MUSLlN—ioc, i2i-2c, 19c and, 23c a yard.* A
^Special scriui/at 121-2C,former price, 17c.
I i PCS. OF NEW VOILE D RAPE RIES, white/ and creamwith

colored borders, former price- 50c, sale price, a yard

25c

NOTTINGHAM LACE CURTAINS—
' 1
35e and 49c êaeh and 75c and 98c a pair
CRASHES'AND ALL LINEN BROWN CRASH,, 8c a yard,
worth
Other syeciils, 6c, 8c, 10c, uc, 121-2C, i.5C\aud-19c

ONE PIECE OF ^lEAVY STAIR LINEN, 122^ a yard, regu, lar price; 2Ì5Ù.
TABLE DAMASK AND NAPKINS—New Cretons, Silkolines
and pepims. Come and see us this, week.

THE BARGAIN STORE

EVERETT M. STAPLES
146 MAIN STREET. BIDDEFORD

Spring

stock

Is -Big

JOHN W. LORD

Spring Hats===All Shapes and Sizes

Maine is well represen tedin the. arniy
an'd navy at this time, with 326 Maine
born enlisted men in the navy and 282
¡who enlisted in this ' State, bpm elser
where., These have -given Maine aè the
State of their birth in their enlistment
papers. Not all eplisted in Maine as
they join the service In various instances
by enlisting in other States. Many pnlisLwithout being credited to any. State
and it is, impossible to determiné-if apy
Maine- men are jnciuded in > such list.
Maine men by birth to the number of
sO are in the navy as commissioned
High value, aiyl low price go to
ALUE makes the sale in hats
officers and 30 ?have been appointed
gether in all ’our hats.
as well as in everything in
from this Stase also born elsewhere.
After you’ve Selected your spring
haberdashery we carry.
h,at look at our shirts, gloves, ties,
Our hats show their value at first
There are no records in the war de
hosiery, belts—everything in men’s
glance/ Stylish velours,serviceable
partment compiled to show either'com
wear.
‘
felts, latest shaped derlfies.
missioned or enlisted men from differ
ent States., A different system is opér
ative in .the two/department ’ and the
ÜR
ISR
îs
I records, usually exhaustive and comClothing Dept., H. C. WAKEFIELD. Prop.
Kennebunk I píete, do not deal with this phase of the

V

Graduation Gift
^SoulhRe.nd
A South Bend Watch is
the very best graduation
gift you can select.
It is personal and perma^
nent apa is referrea to ten
or twenty times a day
throughout a lifetime—
For a lifetime of accurate and
durable service is built into a
South Bend Watch. /
Gift-satisfaction on the part of
both the giver and ¡recipient at
tains the maximum in a good
yrateb.
Vou-willfind awatchht just,the
right price in our complete stock
\of these splendid-timepieces. '

F. H. BARRETT z
Kennebunk W
Maine

THE DAYLIGHT STORE

Twelve Reasons
Why Yon
Should Buy Your
Groceries of Us
/io. 3.
BECAUSE you are'guaranteed

1

prompt, courteous and efficient

eervice.
Clerks and delivery men on the

jump to serve you .accurately. ■

i

This is a big feature of bur live

wire policy.

Our Prices
Help
Lower Cost
Of Living’’

E solicit your butcher trade. Our
main inducement is LOW PRICES.
Low prices, however, mean nothing
without QJJALITY. We combine both—
FIRST CLASS meats/at ROCK BOTTOM
figures. Don't you think you ought to
PLAY* FAIR with yourself and TRY US
OUT on this statement?

EDWARD L. LAHAR
KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Garden Street

You can safely buy a good used car from
ds. 2 Prices very low. Our personal guarantee
protects you. Talk it over with us.

DON CHAMBERLIN
Every Branch of Automobile Service

Main Street

- ' Kennebunk, Me

Enterprise $ 1 .OO a Year

